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i n  R G D U C T I O N .
To introduce the poets who form the subjeot of three 
successive monographs in this thesis a brief outline
surveying the political and social conditions of the
in
time/which they lived and laboured see a proper, 
ndeavour, therefore, will be made to compress into this 
chapter that much of political history of India which 
affected the intellectual life and literary development 
of Persian poetry in that country. Much fuller knowledge 
of tho history of this period exists and has been made 
readily accessible to hngllsh readers by admirable 
researches of some eminent orientalists. lor the 
purpose of this work, however, which is concerned 
primarily with Persian poetry and that only to a limited 
extent, it is unnecessary to enter into an aocount of 
the political history of India at that time when these 
poets flourished in more detail than is essential to fit 
in tho framework of this thesis. The historical part 
is, therefore, only accessory and foms but a general 
b&okground to introduce tho subject.
The importance of the throe pouts who form the 
subject of this study is based on grounds more than one.
zApart from the faot that complete biographic notea and
literary appreciation of these poets ia not readily
accessible to orientalists, the merits of their literary
work demand a much fuller account, and a separate and
independent treatment of their literary aohS vements than is
(1).
at present available,
To emphasise their importance on the basis of their
individual contributions to the development of Persian poetry
no
whioh are by^  means insignificant, will entail repetition; 
consequently, no attempt will be made to recapitulate here 
what is properly discussed at some length in separate 
monographs on these poits in the succeeding pages of this 
thesis, dufflce it to say that their claim for independent 
and separate treatment is more than justified on the ground 
that they were, as I hove preferred to style them, the 
romanticists who revolted against the style of their 
predecessors which both in prose and poetry was notoriously 
classic in ideal, and was at once conventional and pedantic,
(1), Professor Broww in his Vol. IV, entitled "Persian 
Literature in Modern Times , no doubt devotes some space 
(pp.241-252) to pets of Aicb&r'tt Court; but he excuses 
himself for a more complete and fuller notice of the 
poets who went to India on the ground that they lie outside 
the scope of his worit, "These last," (meaning the Indian 
poets) he says,. "I do not propose to notice, and even of 
the genuine Persian poets, whether sojourners in India 
or residents in their own country, only a limited number of 
the most eminent can be discussed in these pages. "Browne 
Vol.IV, p.loU.
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Tho school these pouts replaced, represented pootry
mainly as an art. Their composition of poetry "governed
as it came to be by artificial and arbitrary rules based
not on any subjective law but supposed to h^ve been evolved
from the praotioe of old masters made poetry most frigid
(1).and unemotional." The romanticists successfully
crusaded against this style and imported into poetry a
freshness not only of subject and feeling but also of
treatment*" Their originality was not confined to new
ideas alone but was also palpable in the introduction of
new combinations of words and phrases, metaphors and
( o)
similies, tone and sentiment."
Considerations, not very dissimilar in nature to those 
whioh justified the exclusion from Professor Browne’s work: 
of Persian poets who went to India, account for extremely 
curtailed and meager notices aooorded to them by Persian 
biographers. The latter, doubtlessly, were further 
actuated by national bias. These and several other eminent 
Persian poets who went to India would have remained Ignored 
and unacknowledged but for the memorable worit in URDU of
JHIBX.I RUtMARI, that most eminent critic and research
U),
scholar of India who in his admirable work: provides us
with a most interesting criticism of several Persian poets 
who resided in India. The work these three poets produced
(1). Infra Eaziri p 162.
(2). Infra *Urri .
(3). ahl’r-ul-’AJam, Vol.III.
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under the most favourable circumstances is a strong proof 
of India's contribution towards the growth of Persian 
language and literature. To deny the claim to separate 
and independent treatment of these poets, is to deprive 
India of the credit whioh is her desert. In fact, as we 
shall presently see, no apology is needed to say that Persian 
language and literature owed more to India for its growth 
and development than the country of its birth during the 
3AFAVI period of rule in Persia,
For a period of more than two centuries (A.D.1602-1736) 
during which the rule of the 8AFAVI dynasty lasted, Persia 
did not produoe a single great poet and this was a remarkable 
contrast with India whioh through her better appreciation 
and patronage attracted and produced simultaneously at 
least three poets of abiding fame besides several other 
minor poets who flourished at the MUGHAL Court. Lack of 
intelligent appreciation and patronage, combined with
religious persecution deprived Persia of her best poetic 
(1).
genius. The truth of this fact is admitted not only by
orientalists, but by Persians themselves.
(2).
In a letter to Professor Browne which is quoted by
him in his work, MIRZA MUHAMMAD KHAN of QAZVIN, a Persian
(1). Reasons for this dearth of poets in Persia during
the oafavi rule are given and dwelt at some length by Browne 
in Vol. IV. p.26, and GhanI History of Persian Language 
Vol. Ill pp 278-304.
(2). Browne Vol. IV. p.26.
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scholar of great learning declares Hthere is at any rate 
no doubt that during the 3AFAVI period literature and poetry 
in Persia had sunk to a very low ebb* and that not one 
single poet of the first rank oan be reckoned as representing 
this epoch.” During that very time when the truth of this 
observation applied literally to Persia* India was in a 
feverish state of literary activity. Never in the history 
of Persian literature since the tine of MAHMUD had there 
gathered such a galaxy of poets as during the days of the 
MUGHAL^ in India. The poets who enhanced the fame of the 
MUGHALS in their literary patronage were none other than 
FAIZI* 'UKFI, and NAZIRI* the three poets who form the 
subject of the present study. Such being the importance 
of these men of letters* their claim for separate and 
independent appreciation is only a modest recognition of 
their merit. Although the scholarly work of SHIBLI* already 
referred to* had to a great measure filled this gap in the 
literary history of Persian literature, yet the general 
inaccessibility of its subject matter to orientalists on 
account of its being in URDU and also because the cannons of 
criticism applied by its author being essentially oriental* 
left scope for a more scientific and independent research 
to be undertaken on the subject to whioh the present work 
lays claim.
The period of Indian history when these poets flourished
represents the time when AKBAR occupied the throne of India 
and guided its destinies.
TIMUR, the Central Asian monarch and seventh in the 
ancest ral line of AKBAR having partly fulfilled his ambition 
of conquering India died in A.D. 1405. His withdrawal from 
India represents a singularly curious position when that 
country was left without a ruler. There emerged, however, 
from the anarchy that followed him a dynasty of rulers 
called the BAYYID3 who held sway less than half a century 
(A.D. 1414-50). The SAYYID3 were succeeded by the AFGHAN 
line of LOP IS in A.D. 1451. While war went on with the 
southern states, pirates ravaged the coast of India.
In A.D. 1496, there appeared upon the scene the advance 
guard of European adventurers in the ships of VASCO DA GAMA. 
BABAR, who was fifth in descent from TIMUR, was the King of 
KABUL . Realising that India was once again open for 
invasion from tho north he resolved to conquer it. He 
Invaded India no less than five times before he won the 
groat battle of PANIfAT, and defeated the . LOUS. He did not 
live long to consolidate his conquest and died too soon to 
enjoy the fortunes of the dominions he had founded. At his 
death in A.D.1530, the newly conquered empire passed into 
the hands of his son HUMAYOn . HUmXyUN had no good fortune and 
was soon confronted with the revolt of his AFGHAN governor of 
BIHAR named BHLR KHAN, who foroed his flight to the frontier
and afterwards assumed kingship under the name of SH^R SHAH.
While HQMAY029 was still a fugitive, the future AJ£BAR was born 
at AMARKUT in tho year A.D. 1542. With much difficulty 
HUMAYUN did at last win back his lost dominions but only to 
die in A.D. 1556, within a few months of his return to India.
Tho boy Hropwror was crowned at KALANAUR in A.D.1556 under 
the title of ABUL FATAH JALAL-UD-DJN MUHAMMAD AKBAR. At the 
time of his accession, the only land he owned was a smull 
part of the FAN JAB; AGRA had been taken by HFMU and DKLHI
had been evacuated by his general. In this formidable task
*•
of conquering India, he was led to victorious campaigns by , 
his tutor BAIRAM KHAN. AKBAR. however, soon shook off the 
irksome tutelage of BAIRAM KHAN but only to be subjected to 
the influence of unscrupulous women. He had to make yet 
another and final effort to emancipate himself from this 
monstrous re^i&e before he rose to his destined heights 
and to become sovereign ruler in fact as well as in name.
Through his long life of intellectual activity, he did 
not master the customary apparatus of learning, i.e., the 
arts of reading and writing, being gifted with a prodigious 
and an exceptionally powerful memory he trusted his ears and 
was able to retain the knowledge so gained. The mystic 
verses of the HlJFI poets which he enjoyed listening to in 
his boyhood, laid an intellectual foundation for the unorthodox 
eclecticism in religious matters of AKBARVS later years.
His heart anguished at the sight of so many oonfliotlng 
creeds and it was always his constant desire and to whioh he 
bent his energies to evolve " a new religion whioh would unite 
the discordant elements of his vast empire in one harmonious 
w h o l e . i n  quest of such a solution not only did he 
listen to the acrimonious debates of the orthodox iUdLIMS 
whose fast and furious discussions, whioh not infrequently 
degenerated into open quarrelling, alienated to some extent 
his sympathies from ISLAM but also he eagerly consulted the 
adherents of other religions, Hindus, Christians, Jainas 
and j^ &rsees.
The signing of the ’infallibility1 decree in September 
A.i). Ib79 whioh was drawn by SHAIKH MUBARAK and which
declared the i^ nperor "as the supreme arbiter in all causes
( 2).
whether eaelesiastical or civil," ~ *and the proclamation
in A.i). 1582 of dlfl ILIhI and inter-marriages with the
daughters of powerful HlfliiU RAJAS, were all directed to the
achievement of the sane purpose. In fact, his whole policy
was the biggest and most audacious 'move on national line
(3).
for the unity of the Indian empire" . DXK ILA”I as a 
faith obtained but few adherents outside the inner court 
circle, but the attempt to work, out a harmonious whole is 
doubtlessly worthy of note.
(1). omith. .Jcbar The Great ogul p. 162.
(2). r^aith, Akbar The Great iviogul p.178.
(3). Ghani. History of Persian Language Vol. ill p.261.
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rent as he was mm i soldier, it li mm mn ads&lnlutrut r 
th&t ..JJA*{ attained highest fame* He wee endowed with 
e genius for organisation, He devoteu hi aself sedulously 
to pro:moiing the well-being of the country* He made 
a domesday booic of the MUOSAL Hmpire and roforrned the land 
tax* "The tr&oes of hie handiwork are still risible, ,- - 
since the principal features of his system concerning the 
assessment of land revenue are essentially the same &a wor&ed 
oat by him*
3y his tolerant attitude towards nen«£R7£Lli£& and wise 
judgment and wide knowledge, he completely won the confidence 
of the HlHJiS majority a m  thus secured their oo-oper tlon* 
His partiality for Hindu practices endeared him to millions 
of his Hliijt} subjects* to understand whom he had ao ulred 
a knowledge of the ancient literature of Inula* On the 
whole he displayed a most enlightened and equitable policy 
and by his remarkably efficient admini atrailon reduced 
the whole empire to a degree of peaoe, order and contentment 
unparalleled in those days*
.he highest degree of power, prosperity and splendour 
w ich India had attained under this ruler attracted 
foreigners, diplomatists* merchants and missionaries from 
distant parts of the world* He was a munificent and meat 
enthusiastic patron of literature and gathered round himself
(!}• dmith«akbar The dreat ogul p*d£7.
•*io«
many aen of high literary and artistic t*lenta. Tho number 
of'pocts, painters, calligraphers, minstrels, besides 
physicians, divines and nobles, crowd the pages of the 
histories of his reign.
*he brilliant and noteworthy development both of 
ii DI and Persian poetry waa duo to the influence exercised 
by his glorious reign which produced a stimulating effect 
on the minds of »em« The peace secured by hie government 
enabled men of letters and ideas to carry on their work 
without fear of disturbance or persecution, while such 
peaceful and favourable conditions produced the greatest of 
all UllfJU poets. TUloI d&S, they equally facilitated the 
development of Persian poetry by claiming as its proteges 
poets 11 «e IAIZI, *uwl and HAlIfil.
To this© who allege that they fall to see any 
monumental significance in the I!sI>G~r<RbiAS literature *
produced in the reign of AK3AH 1 #thc succeeding pages of 
this thesis, 1 hope, will bring home how far removed from 
truth such observation is.
The stupendous lJt£G«fER$lAJ( literature produced under
AilUi'd patronage may be clssaod under the headings of
(1). amlth. Alt bar The dr eat Mogul p. 417. "On the whole, so
far as 1 can see, the iudo-iersian works of Akbar1*
age possess little interest as monuments or literary art. *
reraonally, to me it seems s most unsat1sfaotory and 
certainly a poor cannon of criticism to say that only those 
literary works can be regarded as of any substance which 
ad?lt the ordeal of translation.
translations, histories, letters and Terse* The present 
work is concerned chiefly with the last mentioned class of 
Persian literature, pre-eminent exponents of which were the 
Indian PAIzI, 'URFf of SHIRAZ, and NAZIRI of sfSHAPUR.
Akbar died in A*D* 1606 and left a stable heritage 
of a vast empire. Nearly two centuries of MUOHAL rule that 
followed AKBAR, may be said to have existed on the reputation 
it had before acquired*
-  12 -  
lAlti-
SHAIKH FAIZI, whose proper name was ABUL-FAIZ, was
the son of SHAIKH MUBARAK of NAOAUR and elder brother of
SHAIKH ABUL FAZL, the celebrated prime-minister and secretary
to the MUGHAL emperor AKBAR* Fifth in the ancestoral line
of FAIZI was SHAIKH MUSA who left his native land YKKEH with
(1)
the object of travelling in various countries* REL, a
village in the province of 3IND, India, seems to be the last
halting place for this wandering 3HAIKH. wh re he settled 
and finally got married* Thus SIHD became the adopted land 
of FAIZI1s ancestors who lived there for a few generations 
until SHAIKH KHIZR the grand-father of FAIZI migrated and 
settled in MAGAUR* Here, he married in an Arab family*
FAIZI9a father was by no means the first child born, for
several of SHAIKH KHIZR9s children had died in infancy* It 
was for this reason that when in A*H* 911 SHAIKH KHIZR9s wife 
gave birth to a son, he was named MUBARAK - literally - the 
auspicious one* SHAIKH MUBARAK, an ascetic was yet a man 
of varied learning* He was well-versed in MUSLIM theology 
and Jurisprudence* In other branches of knowledge, too, he
easily rivalled his contemporaries* He was also the author
(2)
of several books whioh include his well-known commentary on
1* Safina - Khushgu. Or* 4672, fol* 126b; also Makhzanul- 
Oharlib* Or. 4610, fol. 333b.
2. Rfyaz-Ush- Shu9ra, fol. 343b* Add* 16, 729*
the ^®AS called HANBA-UL- AYOH. Ifcile SHAIKH MUBARAK was 
still young, famine and plague ravaged the unfortunate 
province of SIID* Deaths occurred in the family whioh 
eventually dwindled to himself, and his mother. At the - 
death of his mother who did not long survive her husband, 
the wandering instinct compelled SHAIKH MUBARAK and he went 
to GUJARAT from where he left for AGHA to reside at the 
banks of the river JAIOfA. Before long SHAIKH MUBARAK got 
married and as a result of this wedlock w&f born the eldest 
son in A*H, 934 to be known as FAIZI*
FAIZI seems to have had a special aptitude for 
knowledge for in the oourse of a comparatively short time, 
and at an early age he beoaas an accomplished scholar* His 
intellectual development was the result of deep Interest whioh 
his father took in the early training of his son* Yet as 
we shall presently see* his best lessons he learnt in the 
sohool of adversity, FAIZI’s early life is a tragic story 
of fierce persecution of innocent people by selfish *U1A);A 
of his time, in whose dethronement and downfall he was event­
ually instrumental*
3HAIKH MUBARAK’S sound knowledge, broad views and 
* largeheartedness had made him tolerant to all forms of 
religion* He hated religious prejudices and was averse to 
blind belief in religious matters* Broad-minded and 
sympathetic by nature as he was, he had no hesitation to meet 
and mingle with the members of the MAKDAVI sect* In ail
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these traits of character FAIZI had followed In hla father** 
footstep*. But the conduct of SHAIKH MUBARAK and hla son*
was condemned b y ---------    —  bigoted XUDLXFU# The
SHAIKH was branded as a HAF4Z or 3KX*A, others called hla 
HAHjAVI. There were still some others who regarded hla aa 
an athlest# So far whatever notloe SHAIKH MUBaRAK and hla 
sons had attraoted at the hands of the orthodox *ULAMA in 
power# waa rather of contempt and rldloule than rivalry# The 
*ULAMA were not absolutely indifferent towards the 3H/IKH*5 
unorthodox views# Their hatred towarde hla and his aona waa 
passive# But the SHAIKH did not let this attitude last for 
long# In the year A.H# 997* SHAIKH MUBARAK ohoae to a one out 
of hla retirement and openly began to propagate hla views to 
the public# Unlike hla contemporaries his invitation to tha 
seekers of knowledge and truth waa free to all# This alarmed 
the *VLAUA who saw red in it#
The public avowal of unorthodox doctrines by the 
SHAIKH caused a commotion among the powerful body of the *ULAMA, 
and they raised a storm of protest against him# The indig­
nant orthodox aourtiers also made a common cause with them and 
the gruesome tale of the SHAIKH^ persecution was the consequence 
The powerlessness of the emperor himself did not improve 
matters# SHAIKH MUBARAK had voiced the ideas of the free- 
thinking school and he had to face the difficulties that beset 
the pioneers of all new schools of thought.
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The grim tale of this persecution is told by A3UL
. W
FAZL himself in his AIH-I-AKBARI.
One night a oourtier came running to FAIZI* He 
showed great concern for the safety and well-being of SHAIKH 
MUBARAK, and informed FAIZI that the influential dignitaries 
of the court had definitely resolved to punish the SHAIKH for 
his heretical ideas* He advised FAIZI that in the circum­
stances the only safe course for SHAIKff MUBARAK and his family 
was to escape without delay and to come back when the storm 
of opposition was over*
FAlzf hurried to break the news of the impending 
misfortune to his father* The SHAIKH at first refused to 
be swayed and leave his hearth and house* but he had to give 
way* when FAIZI insisted on the members of his family to fly 
for their lives and threatened that in the event of his 
fatherfs persistant refusal he would out his own throat* In 
fact the warning of the informer had struck such a terror in 
FAIZI*5 mind that for once he failed to appredlate the manly 
attitude* and stoio resignation of his aged father*
ABUL FAZL was aroused from sleep and the trio left 
their hene knowing not whither to go* In the hope of finding 
a place of shelter they wandered from door to door* seeking 
help from friends one after the other. Some flatly refused 
to befriend them* others could harbour them only temporarily*
1* Blochmann Ain-i-Akbarl* Volt II* pp. 267-276* 
Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta Kdition 1072.
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While the homeless trio was trying to find an asylum 
for themselves the enemies at the oourt became all the more 
buoy in their relentless ness. They prevailed upon the power­
less emperor to issue a royal decree to the effect that the
whole family of 3HAIKH MUBARAK Bhould be arrested and brought 
before the court* A detaohment of soldiers was dep:uted to
(i)
surround the SHAIKH's house* But as the SHAIKH and his two 
eldest sons had already quitted the house* the soldiers took
ABUL KHAIR. the younger brother of FAlsf to the King* This
gave the enemies of 3RAIKH MUBARAK yet another opportunity to 
provoke the King against him because they attributed his
absence fra? home as sure sign of guilt* He was represented
had
as a fugitive from Justice* But the King/realiBed that the 
SHAIKH was a victim of their inhuman persecution* He ordered 
the release of ABIL KHAIR and as for SHAIKH MUBARAK he ad ed 
that it was not proper to take the life of an inoffensive 
retiring man. The emperor had disapproved the whole persecu­
tion but was not powerful enough to enforce his decrees* The 
house of SHAIKH MUBARAK was no longer under any strict vigil 
but his enemies set on foot the baseless rumours that he had 
incurred royal displeasure* This was to alienate all sympath­
ies that anyone might have for the 3HAIKH* Their plan had 
its desired cffectv The friend who had sheltered the unfortuna
U  Akbar Hama* Vol. II, p. 3C3. Asiatic Society of Bengal* 
Calcutta* 1879*
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refugees felt ill at ease to continue hla hospitality, lest 
he should himself suffer the consequences of harbouring 
state criminals* Once again the SKAIKK and his tvo sons 
had to go on their travels, until they came across on old 
friend who considered it a great honour to entertain and be­
friend the SHAIKH in time of adversity* They had spent 
hardly ten days there that their enemies got a clue of their 
whereabouts* The result was that the host of SHAIKH was 
arrested and brought before the court* The SHAIKH with his 
two sons Immediately left the place* Still undecided about 
their future place of shelter they camped in m garden where 
to their horror and disappointment they noticed a party of 
spies who had been deputed to detect them* The SHAIKH was 
in an almost descendant mood when another friend came to 
help* He took them to a secret part of his house where their 
safety was secure and they enjoyed some satisfaction* Here 
the party stayed for more than a month*
The idperor at this time was at FATEHPUR* The 
SHAIKH decided to leave aORA and go to FATEIIPUR but ill-luck 
still persisted in dogging hiB steps* At last FAI2I was sent 
to relate the tale of the sufferings and sorrows of his family 
to 4AZIZ MIR2A KUKALTA3H who gave a sympathetic ear and 
promised help* In open court he sprang up to his feet and
disregarding the court etiquette exclaimed whether that 
fcppresaion and persecution was ever to cease*
AKBAR after calmly hearing the detailed aooount of 
the persecution replied to the UIRZA that personally he wee 
not in favour of the treatment meted out to the SHAIKH but he 
oould not go against the judgement of the oourt theologians 
who had adjudged the SHAIKH a heretic* Before closing, AKBAR 
remarked that all along he had full knowledge of the hiding 
places of the SHAIKH and had connived at it* But now that 
the affairs had assumed a serious turn he gave orders that the 
SHAIKH be brou^t to the oourt*
FAIZI once again hastened with the tidinga* His 
mind misgave him. He had full confidence in the good inten­
tions and kind-heartedness of the emperor, but he suspected 
the evil nature of his fatherfs enemies, who, he feared, 
would certainly prevail upon the ea^eror to act according to 
their suggestion* The SHAIKH and his two sons once again 
started wandering until they found a refuge in A GERA with a
friend* Here, another two months of hiding and seolusion
(1)
followed) meanwhile, their host enlisted the sympathies 
of a number of people who began to side with the SHAIKH and 
showed willingness to support him through thick and thin.
At last fortune seamed to favour the SHAIKH* One morning
their host qjune with the news that a royal messenger wanted
to see FAIZI.(2)____________________________________________
1* Ain-i-Akbarl, Vol* II, p. 274*
Akbar Nama, Vol. II, p. 304.
2* Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta, 1879* .. -
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FAIZI was delivered the royal summons in whioh he had been
sent for* Full of hopes, FAIZI accompanied the messenger*
When FAIZI reached the royal court, he made the
formal obeisance to the emperor who waa seated on a throne,
surrounded by a marble lattice* Outside, at a distance




This pleased the emperor so much that he allowed FAIZI to come
near the throne* Honours and bounties were showered upon
the young man to the utter discomfiture of his enemies* A
remarkably warm welcome was accorded to FAIZI. A3TJL FAZL
(2)





0 night do not make mischief as thou didst last night.
Do not disclose the secrets of my heart as thou didst last night. 
Murk! how long was my last night,
Be, 0, night of Union, as long am la&t night*
1* Haft Aaman, p* 115, also 3afina-Khusgu. 4572, fol.126b
2* Ain-i-Akbarl, Vol* II, p* 274*
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In a long panegyric of 197 couplets, of which stray 
(1)
verses are given below, VAIZI records how the eiuperor 
received him with great Kindness and affection and reposed 
full confidence in him*
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1* Akbar Slaiaa, Vol. II, pp* 305 - 31^
At dawn the messenger of Solomon brought news to me*
Like fortune did he come with an open sailing face*
The messengers of good luck declared in a loud voice, 
"Read, 0 Sorrowful captive of the prison of grief, the 
document of your salvation*”
X felt anxious and agitated when I beheld the courier 
from a distance* But what an agitation it was that it 
was worth hundred tranquilities of mind*
X mounted a spirited and swift steed wnich by dint of 
intellect traversed heavens in one trot*
Hews reached the audience of the emperor that the bird 
whioh was a dweller of earthly gardens had come to the 
door of paradise*
He ordained that with kindness he should be ushered to 
the heavens of bliss from the abysmal darkness*
Ho sooner did I reach there than X kissed the threshold*
I rushed towards the fountain like one suffering from 
thirst*
Xt was signified that I should take my seat in the court 
of affection with a cheerful heart and a happy soul*
X sat close to the pedastal of the King's throne and my 
tongue was eloquent in constantly pouring his praises*
My emperor soothed me with varied kindnesses so that X 
gradually became less and less bewildered*
My conversation with the slave-cherishing emperor was 
like the conversation of Hoses with God*
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12* He ordered me to rise and raise the banner of my pen 
for said he, "The Kingdom of poetry is yours today**
13* "Set your pen to subtleties for in the expression of poet-
(i)
ioal thoughts F AR A ZD AQ, is mean beside you and so is
- - (2)
I X&SAH.t* *
14* 1 received command to submit to the royal presence, as
much as I oould, of the best production of the poets*
Thus ended both in victory and glory this melodrama
in the early phases of which FAIZI and his whole family had
so terribly suffered.
It will not be amiss to make a brief mention of two
prominent figures who were mainly responsible for tfcjs peraccu-
(3) ,
tion. They were SHAIKH ABDULLAH AMSARI generally known
by his title as aLAKHDUM-UL-MULK and SHAIKH *ABDUH NABf. Both
of these were learned in MUSLIM theology and wert ardent
advocates of I3LAM* Unfortunately they were at once extremely
conservative and narrow in their views* Their conservatism
and intolerance had made them uncompromising fanatics* They
were bigot ed orthodox and could not allow any difference of
opinion in religious matters* Under this conviction, they
had determined to suppress with a strong hand all innovations
1* rn^early Arabian panegyrist, ^ qhauq)
2* hissanl Hassan son of Sabit. A.D* 563*
3. Badaoni - Muntnkh&bu-t-Tavarikh, Yol* XU, p* 72* haulani
1 Abdullah when he first set eyes on bhalku Abul F&zl said to
his pupils, M'-vhat injury will this man not do to th* faith4
Ibid., Yol. Ill, p. 72*
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aa were against the orthodox usage* Accordingly they had set 
in motion the oru&hing wheel of persecution and had obtained 
writs from the emperor for the arrest and punishment of the 
BH)4ATI 3. SHAIKH MUBARAK and his two sons were on their 
blaok list* Having suffered much at the hands of the *ULAKA, 
3HAIKH MUBARAK and his two sons, were, however, rescued by 
the intervention of iJIRZA*AZIZ KUKALTAUH, as above described. 
Immediately with the end of hie troubles, the SHAlKh 
found before himself a bright avenue. Ho sooner did he become 
free than he began to enlighten AKBAR as to the unlimited 
authority his religious advisers had abused* Hot content with 
the respect in whioh they were held in the state they had 
exploited their influence even at the expense of royal preroga­
tives • AKBAR, too had not failed to realise that he was a 
puppet in their hands* Under these circumstances the SHAIKH 
and his two sons had no difficulty in gaining favour with their 
royal master) and this coalition ultimately proved a death-blow 
to the autocracy of the ‘ULAHA. Then FAIZIand ABUL FAZX, joined 
the court, AKBAR found in their persons an effective instrument 
ready at hand to deal with his religious advisers. Both the 
brothers proved more than a match for their rivals.
It is interesting to note that SHAIKH MUBARAK himself 
took but little part either in bringing about the downfall of 
the *U2AHA or in the aff&irB of state. fhi* is incidentally 
referred to by BADACHl in his HUHTAKHABUT TAVAr IkH , in these
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(1)
words* MAt this time of the musical exhibition, SHAIKH
Fa 121 had said, * Our SHAIKH (MUBARAK) is not much of a 
courtier** 'Ho1, replied the emperor, 'He has left all
those fopperies to you*fl>
Doubtless the authority of the chief religious 
dignatories had reached a very low ebb, yet they had not been 
shorn of their exalted office at the court. This defaoto 
ahange In their position had yet to come and complete their 
final ignomany*
FAIZI greatly favoured by the emperor was still 
unentrusted with any responsibility. nevertheless, ne 
commanded the unique reputation of being an experienced 
physician, an eminent author and a great poet. Soon, how­
ever, he had to change his seat from the opposition to the 
official block* The first of the long and varied series
of public offices he was destined to hold was that of a teach-
. (2)
er to PRIHCB DAlilYAL. He was so appointed in the 24t& 
year of AKBARfS reign* 7AIZI accomplished his task well 
indeed, for emperor JKHASOIR in his autobiography observed 
that PRIHOB DANIYAL was well-versed in BHIRJ BHAXHX or KINDI 
which was undoubtedly due to the teaching of 7AI7.I*
In A.H* 990 AKBAR thought of dividing the important 
office of 3ADARA? - a ministerial protfolio which exercised
1* Muntakhabut-Tavarlkh. Vol. II, p* 26 .
2* Muntakhabut-Tavarlkh. Vol. II, p..228.
wide powers in the adu lustration of MUSLIm religious endow* 
ments. JTAIZI was Tested with the SADAflAT of AGRA KALIN JAR 
and KaLPI. This offioe had long been monopolised by SHAIKH 
4 ABDUH-NABI and had helped him to beoome the riohest man of 
the MUGHAL empire in INDIA* This distribution of offioe 
had further sapped the authority of the *ULAMA. Only three 
years before this the emperor had declared himself a UUJTAHID 
and an I1IAM. In his new dlwlne oapaoity he possessed the
absolute power to pronounce final decision on controversial
(i)
matters both eoolesiastioal and civil. This declaration
followed by the breaking up of 5ADARAT served a death-blow 
to the power of the *ULAMA. But the emperor had determined 
to go still further*
In order to fully exercise the privileges of IMAM
and MU JT All ID with which he was lately vested, the emperor
(2)
himself went to the pulpit to read the KKUTBA. The address 
had been prepared by FAIZI. It was the 1st Friday of JAMAD1- 
UL-AVVAL of the year A.H. 987 that the emperor ascended the 
pulpit in FATldiPUR MOS^Uh to deliver his address to the 
congregation* Scaioely had he recited the following three 
verses when he began to shiver and finding that he could not
1* Smith* Akbar the Great I/ogul, p. 178,
2. Muntakhabut-Tavarlkh, Vol. II, 288.
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proceed any further, quickly o&me down and handed over the 
duties of I MAM to HAFIZ UHAMKAD AMIN, the court U 3AT1B. 
These were the versesi
The Lord, who gave to us Sovereignty, 
ho gave us a wise heart and a strong hand,
Who guided us In equity and justice,
4
And drove from our thoughts all save equity.
His description is higher than the range of thoight,
Exalted is His Majesty, Allah-o-Akbar.
PAlZI’S influence at court began to grow day by
day* He was one of the authors of the 1AK-ZAR HAMA declaring
AKBAR to be IMAM and MU JT AH ID, he had also written the
KHUTBA. He had not only been tutor to the Prince but
aQcomp&nied PRINCE DANIxaL on a pilgrimage to the shrine of
(1)
CHILHTI AJMKR1 in the year A.H. 987. Also, he had been
entrusted with the SADARAT. Soon, in A.H. 993, FAIZI was
(2 )
put ir command of one of the uni to of the array, and sent
X. Muntakhabut-TavarXkh, Vol. IX, p. 288*
2. Ibid. Vol. 11^.34*.
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to orush the powers of YUSUFZAI AFGHANS* He had proved him
However, it was not until three years later when 
on the occasion of thirty-third anniversary of AKBARfs 
coronation in the year A.H* 996, that 7A1ZX was honoured
VkXL is responsible for saying that two days in advance, 
PAIZI had actually anticipated the great honour and had 
expresae
The day when generosity was universal, I was made the King 
of poetry*
Because of the high soaring of my imagination seven heavens 
were ordained to be decorated*
Everything was taken away from me so that I may devote my
fy I
whole soul to poetry to bring it to perfection*
>oetfs company that in A.H* 997, when he weut to KASHMIR 
the peet-Laureate accompanied him* It was on this occasion
1. Ibid., Vol. II, p. 309.
2. t c.f. the following Sarv-i-Azad, fol. 7, 1852 ff. 172.
with the title of (Poet Laureate)*
The emperor had developed such a fondness for the
S' • K - " ,
cyL, ul, j
^ It ^ V . -
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that he ootn posed hie farous QASTda-I-KASHRIrIyA which 
begins thusi
'.,h . /• s - I • - (•
AKBAH longed to see the whole of India under his 
sway. In 999, A.H# he sent emissaries to several rulers 
of the Kingdom of DECCAK. FAlI was sent to the oourt of 
RaJA ‘ELI KHIk , til. ruler of £HA? DESH. RljS Ul3 SEAM 
was a x>werful ruler and It was a hard task to make him accept
a) ,
AKBAH fa lordship and suzerainty. FAIZI was reluctant and 
diffident but he was eventually prevailed over by the emperor#
1# KhlndSsh was a small kingdom In the valley of TSptI,
with BurhfnpQr as its capital# It was ruled by a 
prince of the FSrOqS dynasty, named RIJI 1 All Khfin, 
who is described*as a man of great talent, just, wise, 
prudent and brave.1
The chief l&portanoe of RajS •All Khin»s kingdom 
lay in the faot that it included the mighty fortress
Cf Aslrgarh, cocr ending the main road to the Deccan.
»3« (A.D. 136E) was th« founder of the
dynasty of/RKJI *AlX Khin was a desoe dant.
Bombay Gazetteer, (1880), KhBndesh, p. 247j 
alao 8mltha Akbar the Orsat Mogul, p. 240*
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So admirably did FAIZX discharge his ooiiimiseion
that the ruler of Khandash willingly accepted overlordship
of AKBAH. We have a vivid description from FAIZl himself
(1)
in one of his lettere of the delightful ceremonies with 
which he delivered the royal despatch to Raja *ALI KHAH*
After giving a short description of how he had arranged a 
huge canopy at a durbar he held at littAlf , we are provided 
with a living picture of the glamourous oeremoni&a of investi­
ture when the ruler of KHAB1&SH was presented v<ith & sword, 
a robe and the royal despatch.
Inside the huge oanopy was placed a throne, On it 
were placed a sword, the robe of honour to be bestowed on the 
new vassal and the emperor's proolaimtion, and near it stood 
in order of merit the courtiers# When RAJA *ALI KHAN 
arrived with his retinue he alighted from horee-baok at a 
distance and walked to the outer chamber. As he entered the 
inner chamber he beheld the throne and barefoot he advanced 
towards it when he was requested to stop and do homage by 
bowing low three times. Then he w?^ e presented with the 
despatch, the robe and the sword. | i ! Z I  made a speech, in 
reply to which RAJA ‘All KHAK assured of his fidelity and 
loyalty to the emperor's person.
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fhe unconditional »ur ender of RaJA *ALI KHAB m s  
a Muatotal service on FAlfcf1s part, but his subsequent 
mitts ion of a similar nature, to the court of BURK AN OHAii or 
9URHAH -U :.!ULK, king of AHMAMfAQARt was not attended with 
success. Yet he had been able to send to the emperor a 
graphic report of the internal conditions of that state, its 
roads, buildings, forta and produce. Despatches that FAlgf 
sent to his royal master from distant parts of the land are 
replete with information of a very comprehensive nature; and 
are an evidence of his acute mind. Account contained in 
these despatches throw a flood of light on the lusnnera, customs 
of the people, the agricultural and Industrial conditions 
of the districts he visited, and all appects of public and 
social life.
It was from the 0&S5AH that he mentioned the names
of Z ' HfRI and M/ LIK lUill yhom he introduced to the emperor
as men of great talents. These despatoi.es bear the stus^
of his great personality and are replendant with curious and
humourous anecdotes which illustrate the social and court 
life of the kingdoms he viclted.
After a period of one year, eight months and four­
teen days, FAIZl relinquished his duties as an ambassador,
(2)
and returned to the court in the year A.H, 1001.
2. BadaonI - kuntakhabut-Tavarlkh, Vol. II.
1. B.MM3., Egerton, 695, fol. 118a.
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In FAIZI we have the curious combination of the poet, 
the statesman, the empire-builder and the physician. It 
was originally aa a man of letters, primarily as a poet tnat 
he was first brought to the notice of the emperor, yet it 
was not until hie return from the South that he really set 
himself to purely literary work.
In the following year, i.e., A.H. 1002, he 
astounded the world with his marvellous literary feat of writ­
ing a commentary on the v^ URAH called SAVATl'UL-ILHAM or the
Rays of Inspiration in entirely undotted letters, thus making
(1)
use of only 13 out of 28 letters of the alphabet. A year
later in A.H. 10C3 at the desire of the emperor, he set himself
(2 )
to compose a quintet or a collection of five epics. This 
KHAM3A was planned in imitation of the KJiAMBA of LiBAMI.
The first KARKAZ-I-ADVAR was to consist of 3,G0C verses, and 
was to be a JAVAB of MlzXttX** «AHX-ASRASt, the OULAIMAH
and the HAL LAkAU were to consist of 4,GOO verses each 
and were to be JAVAB of KKUoRAV SuIRHI and Sill MaJvG*‘ 
respectively, and the 1 Ao’T KISH VAR and the / AMA *ch of
>,0C0 verses, were tp correspond to the HAFT and the
- s (3)SIKAHDAR HAkd Though he composed portions of tiie i HAMSA, the 
original plan was not oarried a t. He was, however, urged
1. Ibid., Vol. II, p. 407.
2. BadaonI - Muntakhabut-Ta varIkh, Vol. II, p. 396.
3. Mention, of this quintet is also made by EaizI in one of 
his letters. B.M.M3., Egerton, 695, fol. 152a.
4. According to Makhzanul-Gharaib, Or. 4610, fol. 333b, he had
completed 4 out of 5.
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by the emperor to persevere at whose request FAIZI
completed HAL DAMAH and presented a oopy of it to his Imperial
master in A.H* 1003* It took him only four months to compose
-the whole HA3HAVI*
la tne month of 5AFAR of the year A.H. 1004 oorres-
ponding to October 4th of the year A.D* 1595, FAIZI died of
(2)
Asthma, at AGRA aged only 49 lunaryears and some months* 
3ADAQNI observes that SHAIKH FAIZI suffered for six months 
from conflicting diseases vizi from Asthma, dropsy and the 
swelling of the hands and feet and from a vomiting of blood* 
Four months before he breathed his last FAIZI had written
The bird of my heart out of its cage became a nightingale. 
That bosom which treasured in itself a whole world,
Became too oontraoted to draw half a breath*"
1. Ibid., Vol. II, p. 396.
2 . Ibid., Vol. II, pp. 405-407.
3. Badapnl - Muntakhabut-Tnvilrlkh Vol. II, p. 406; .Iso 
Ma 48ir-ul-Unar«7 Vol. Ii, p. 588.
(3)
the following quatrai"*
"Seeat thou what a num'-c-r of tricks the Heavens ?lay
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A few days before hie death FAIZI felt the approach 
of his end and immediately sent a message to the emperor,
"that the materials of which he was formed would on the 
morrow be decomposed, "and prayed him to allow his younger 
brother to come to him instead of accompanying the emperor 
to the chase# When AKBAH heard these melancholy tidings 
he put off the hunting expedition altogether and stayed to
(1)
attend at the pillow of his much esteemed friend and minister#
BudaonI records that at the time of his last agony the emperor
same in the middle of the night and took up his (FAIZI's) head
(2)
and caressed it# Several times he cried out and said, *0 
SHAIKH JI, I have brought HAKIM *£L1 with me, why do not you 
answer# 9 But since he was unconscious no voice or sound 
proceeded from him# '^ hen the emperor had repeatedly questioned 
him he oast his turban on the ground# After he had conveyed 
some words of sympathy to ABUL FAZL the emperor went away#
Just about this time news was brought that FAIzl had breathed 
his last."
While on his death-bed FAIZI frequently recited the
(3)
following Terse * ^  yy
If the hole world were to muster together, it will not be 
able to cure a lams art#
1. Cusely - Notices of Persian Poets, p. 171. and Safina, fol.
127a.
2# BadaonI - Muntakhabut-TuvarIkh, Vol. II, p# 406#
3# Maasir-ul-Umara, Vol. II, p# 588f
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(1) * ’The tarlkh of his death is (J*? B&daonX
in a very oauatlo criticism of FAIZI9s character and genius
records several abusive chronograms* The following are a
few of thems •The 3KAIK1 was an infidel, the pillar of
heresy is broken, and woe to the heretic and and
(2 )^2-^-;
natural philosopher and the worldly man*
II-
This monograph on FAIZI will be incomplete without 
a proper appreciation of his personal character and also 
of the most controversial aspect of his life and career, i.e. 
his religion*
(3 )
3HIBLI rightly observes that FAIZI9a fame as a 
poet eclipsed and threw into the background the merits of 
his manifold personality* It is mainly as a great poet that 
he is remembered and his achievements as a diplomatist, an 
administrator, a soldier and a physician, are only too dimly 
visible - if visible at all - and are almost half forgotten*
1* Ain-i-Akbarl, Vol* I*
2* Bad a on I - Muntakhabut-T&varlkh, Vol* III, p* 301*
3. Shi *r-ul-‘Ajam, Vol* HI, p. 48,_Cawvur, 1920.
2 .tt. . S A M o m ,  3 « f
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That ha was a successful diplomatist is well borne
out by hiafrultiful missions to the DKCCAH.
He practised as a physician and was well-versed in
medicine* 14IFZA A3 AD BEG in his 3AYAZ mentions hira as &
HAKIM* He deeply studied medicine and gave poor people
advice gratis* He is also believed to have delivered lectures
on the AL-CfcAXUH of AVlGKHhA*
As to the greatness of tills genius as a man of letters
we have ample evidence from his conttmporarles* Thus
1ADA0SI, the court historian of AKBAR, accords him cm apprec-
(1)
iatlon no less warm than in these wordsi
Cl** ^
"In many separate branches of knowledge such as poetry, the 
composition of enigmas, prosody, rhyme, history and philology, 
medicine and prose composition, he had no equal in his time."
As to his distaste of theology, Mathematics and acrimonious 
debates, we have FAIZI1a own words* In a qita4 he writesi
<_>• cf/Jf' <*/?L) ^
^ 4  r?s*> (XHc
o  <ji
< j> o  i j r o y f ,  /
o r^ t£r '-V/>A*
1. Muntakhabut-Tavarlkh, Vol. Ill, p* 299* also Makhzan-ul- 
GharaTb, Or. 4610, fo l. 333a.
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Turning to the other traits of the poet1 a oharao~ 
ter we have evidence to believe that unlike moat of hia 
contemporaries he did not indfclge in flattering and never 
cringed for favours* To whatever high position he eventually 
roue, he attained it by shere merit* Though ABUL VAZL* 
the poet1 s younger brother wae never
attained a rank higher thAn The author of
U>
HAASXR-UL-UMAR A observes:
— j 6 ’y^ OaiA o Aj)(Jbf
—' t U C> ( ( _ f O j L y* r •
ills recreation laid in collecting books and he
formed an extensive library* He used to spend many a late
night reading* writing and copying books* Hot a small
number of his collection of books was in the autographs of
the original authors* Thio fine library consisting 4,600
choice manuscripts was embodied with the imperial library
(2)
on the death of the poet* This number Included 101 copies 
of his own HASH AVI HAL DAtfAH* The emperor caused the books 
to be catalogued in 3 sections, giving the first place to 
the books of verse* medicine* astrology and musicf the
1* Maasir-ul-UmarS - Vol* XI, p* f89.
2* Badaonl - Muntakhabut-TavarIkh. Vol. Ill, p* 305f but
according to Maasir-ul-UmarsTthe number was 4* 300* Ibid*,
Vol* II* p* r)89f also c.f. Makhzanul-Gharaib, Or. 4610, 
fol. 333b.
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middle to works on philosophy, religion, aysticism, astronomy
and geometry) and the lowest place to cora.ientaries, traditions,
books on theology and on all other subjects connected with
the sacred law, FAIZI was a real hook-lover and did not
hesitate to spend fortunes for securing books for his library.
(2)
In a letter to a friend he once wrotet
' '‘S-'SS
In another letter we again find how eager he was to always
(2a)
add to hia libraryt
ju, \ * U'/-'' L 1
s *  ^  ^ 4  ^ ♦ C ✓
''>/* ’ > ^ 1 p'WO- J  ly U>
FAIZI had host of enemies among his contemporaries, 
but they all join in a chorus to declare him a most generous 
and hospitable person, Kven the fanatical writer 3ADAOKI
(3)
gives him praise though by no means unqualified. He writes: 
'^ then T1RFI first came from his country to FATEHPUR he 
attached himself to SHAIKH FAIZI above all others, and in truth 
the SHAIKH treated him well and in the last Journey he lived 
in the SHAIKH*b camp, until the camp reached ATTAK, and was
1 , BadSonI - Muntakhabut-Tavarlkh, Vol. Ill, p, 305,
2, <§: 2a. B.M.MS. , Egerton, 695, fo l. 137a & 148a.
3, Ibid., Vol. Ill, p. 285,
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supplied by all the necessities of life by the SHAIKH. but 
at length, in accordance with the long standing habit of the 
SHAIKH who is friendly with everybody for a week, a coolness 
sprang up between them.9 FAlT’s generosity and his forgiv­
ing nature needs no better testimony th*n the fact that he 
let his former formidable foes go lightly when he oould have 
easily wreaked vengeance* As a monumental proof of his large­
heartedness we have his admirable letter which he sent from 
DBOCJAH to the emperor, pleading for the same BAD A OKI whose
vocabulary knows no end in pouring Incessant abusive epithets 
* (1)on FAIZI* Ho sooner did FAIZI rise in position than his
home became a rendezvous of all the talented men of his time 
who Game from abroad* Most of the poets inoluding ‘urfI,' 
who oame from PBR3IA was offered ungrudging hospitality by 
FAIZI, whan also he willingly presented to the court* How, 
those who onoc came into oontaot with him longed ever after­
wards to be in his company the following lines, addressed by 
, ^  s - - (2)
SHAIKH YA QOB of KASHMIR to BADACSI will bear outs
"I hope that whenever you sit is the NAWAB FAIZI FAYYAZIfs 
apartments of fragrant grass on that floor with its matting 
cooler than the breezes of KASHMIR, in the midday heat of 
summer, drinking the water which though warm has been cooled
1. Ibid., Vol. Ill, p. 303.
2. Ibid., Vol..Ill, p. 144.
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vlth ioe and listening to sublime talk and witty conversation,
you will think of me, the captive of tae hardships of
(1)
disappointment.
Yet another letter also addressed to BADAC&I by
(2)
SHAIKH KABIRis preserved by him which runes
"You, 0 :iAULVIi will surely have experienced the 
■agnarainous and affectionate solicitude of . the i;AWAB 
FAYYAZI, that most learned and wise man, unique in this age,
• *V . * < '*■ * . ^ > * v W* V  ii., ' i* • -i r,»- *,» y<*. r*y- v v „v* _ *
may God enrich us from his perfection and may He bestow on
us the profitable honour of his discourse! and you must have
recognised it as one of the greatest of the Lord's benefits,
and have returned thanks for this great gift.”
His hospitality did not end with entertainment alone.
(3) 'L
The author ef the MAAS IR-U1.-UMARA records that 7AlzI gave 
two thousand rupees to HAIDAR MUfAMMA*I when the latter 
discovered in the SURAT of *qUL HCVTu.LAH* the date of the 
completion ef his oom.entary called 4VATI-*UL-I;lhXk .
FAIZI had a charitable nature and bore malice
towards none. In a letter he wrote to AKBAR from DE03AH, 
he introduces in the most ungrudging fashion two poets ef 
that country..
1. Th.M word. *»*
2. Munt.-n.but-T»’rSrIl<ii. Vol. III. j W "*‘
3. Ibid. Vol. II. !’8°*
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> (> J >  tsy* */*/^fi* &A
r*U (JJb>1 f' r^ J>- C r O / c & s f i U *
^y A> O ^ V  O  ^  /«
To give a complete picture of the man it ia 
necessary that haring ascertained hia attitude towards others 
we should as well examine his relations with his near kins­
men* If we can find access to a man’s private life we are 
sure to take him unawares; because it is in private life 
that ode finds himself really at ho^e with the surroundings 
which arc divorced from all formalities that so often hinder 
to reveal the real man* fortunately the walls of fAIZI’s 
personal or private aspect of life are not impregnable and 
we have glimpses of the real man*
Xews of his mother’s illness caused great anxiety 
to EAIZI when in the year A.H* 997, he was at PBCHAVAR in the 
entourage of AKBAR* He hastened to LAHORE where his mother 
wr-a lying on her de&th-bed fejit only to find that she had 
expired* This so much upset him that ir a letter he wrote
id
to a friend« , y  , ^
<•> \ > ) or*[ *;> O aj< e * u ; I
- 7 (
1* Egerton, 695, fol. 171b,
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How much again, he was distressed at his father's 
death is described by BaDa GHI who records that in the year 
A.H* 1001, the learned 3HAIKK MUBARAK departed from this 
world, an<* at his funeral his sons shaved their heads and
(i)
beards and moustache and eyebrows*
For hif» younger brother, 4 AI*LAMI ^ AlZI most
endearing words* in one of his qaaidas he writes about
(2)
him as belowi
A3UL FAZL himself has equally high praise for his 
brother* In his AIH-I-AKBARI he says, "of my eldest brother 
what shall I say? Who notwithstanding his spiritual and
worldly jerfaction, took no step without my concurrence •••••
(3) r r -etc* " In AKBAH HAMA, aBUL F a Z L  pitifully laments the
1* Ibid*, Vol. II, p. 383*
3* Ain-i-Akbarl, Vol. Hi, p* 280*
3. Ibid., p. 280*
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(1)
loss of his brother*
'And what hope is there of a happy issue! Ahowe
all, at this time, when the glory of spirituality,adorner of
speeah, balance of wisdom, soale of truth, my eldest brother,
SHAIKH ABLL , FAIZ FAIZIf who whs a father to me has departed
from the troubled house of the elements, to the holy resting 
place, and eloquencevs bride sits mourning."
FAIZf had a sensitive mind and a heart which could 
easily be touched* The following elegy which he wrote at 
the death of hid 3 years old child reveals.ia a most pathetic 
and affecting way the poetfs grief at the trageaj*




0* the light of my eyes how art thoU? My days are dark 
without thee; how art thou without me?
My house is a house of mourning in thy absence; thus who
1* Akbarnama, Vol. II, p* 383*
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has mads thy abode with the dust how art thou?
Ths oouch and pillow of thy sleep is on thorns and brambles;
0 thou whose cheeks and body were as Jasmine, how art thou?
his relations with the members of his household 
strengthen the view that he was an extremely kind and warm­
hearted person who 3 owed mankind, especially those of his own 
kith and kin.
His esteem and regard for his friends can be probed 
from the letters he wrote to some of them. He oomposed a fine 
elegy on the death of his friend SHAH FATBHULL&i of SHIrXz
(i)
which is quoted elsewhere in these pages,
AZAJD, in his DaRBAHI-AKBARI conjures up a picture
of FAIZI in which he paints him in no less bright colours than .
(2)
these t
"from FAIZI1s own literary work and also from notices 
of him by contemporary writers and historians trie poet 
appears to possess a humorous nature nature, a pleasant 
disposition and a cheerful appearance - always indulging in 
witticism and pleasant conversation, his vivacity and humo*r 
must have added a charm to his utterances, and these traits 
of mind would have kept lndeteralnation and suopense in thought
at a distance from him, and must have avoided all anger and
upon
grief from emoroaohing/his mind,"
1, Infra, p, 79.
2. Ibid,, p. 365,
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Of his en jnaoua wit and extraordinary power of 
composing and reciting iiaproii.pta poems some remarkable 
incidents are recorded*
Once bis commentary on the ^uaXk was criticised
by some %ULA1£A of his time on the grounds that it was an 
innovation and contrary to MUSLIM tradition to write a 
commentary without the use of diacritic points* YAI7.I, soon 
silenced them, pointing out that the very formula of declare*
dotted letters*
At another occasion he amnsed the whole court by 
his quick and rtady repartee when to the following juatrain 
of MU1LA VAHID which was recited by an ambassador of JHAII 
fABBAS, the Great at the MUGHAL court at AGRA, FAIZI, without 
loosing time, sprang up to his feet and uttered his extempore 
quatrains
And AKBAR is proud of his treasures of gold.
But * ABBAS prides in the sword of 4 ALI *"
FAIZf1* reply was at once botn forceful and of
tion of faith in - iLA i.e., ^ was without
U> r* C f  ^
•2AMGI takeB pride in hiB any. cavalry and infantry 
RUMI boasts of his spear, sword and dagger*
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great poetic meritsi ^  ^
>vLpk_)'f^v i t f '  > ' j j i/u* v* •• ,
•Paradise boasts of its Salsabll and Kausar,
The sea of its pearls and the heavens of its stars,
And ABBASprides in the sword of *aLI,
(1)
While both the worlds find their pride in the self of AKBAR* 
It must have been a great day for FAIZI, for we 
are told that after this triumph he considerably rose in the 
emperor4s estimation. It was an event of great Import for 
the times were such when the prestige of an emperor not 
infrequently depended upon choice of a few words*
His clear headedneas and readiness.of thought 
always stood him in good stead* Cn several occasions he 
composed impromptu q&eldSs and ghasals*
After his conquests of GUJARAT the emperor was 
returning to the capital* On his way he received his 
courtiers and among.them FAIZI who rend the following ghaaal 
he had composed at the spur of the momenta
1* Ghani. Histjry of Persian Language, Vol. Ill, p. 64.
. ^  J *s>/? cijb+pj3^}
>^  • * 9 i <
sf JJ> 0$ O ’JJ
 ^ {S 2—1J ^ r b f  M’J^S3 y j 0^ 2/S ~J
. • „  . ' /. 
a-» ) (J 'jy^ s>*-sJ>^ jJjl/*Cr£J> j
I {J O^. Cy*
s s / * •
Several instances have been mentioned by BADAOHI 
which show that FAIZI was very quick at uttering chronogram* 
off hand. On the occasion of the victory of SURAT FAIZI
seems to have been recognised by AKBAR for rao&t of his coins
"It is the sun from which the seven oceans get their pearls# 
The black rocks get their jewels from his lustre#
The mines get their gold from hia fostering glance,
And their gold is ennobled by AKBaR*s stamp."
FAIZI also found the date of the gate of the fort­
ress of AGRA founded by AKBAR in the following words*
O . J ■ > • »
^-mmA j? 2- Iv
I V  «, ** '  •
found the d* te in <S£s* y3 • >98t A.H. This faculty
U>
were ordered t* be engraved upon yv* ^  t / :  ,
C J l / f o ' J / "  j' 0 *tO ^
JJ<S\ > < J U >  1 Za^/S^
bore inscriptions composed by FAIZI.
(2)
The following verBes
1# BadaonI - ttuntakhabut-Tavarlkh, Vol# II# p. 373# 
2# Ain-i-Akbarl, Vol. .I, p. 24#
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III.
At this stage* it is proper to ascertain FAIZIvs
religious views around which so much controversy raged both
during hia life time as well as afterwards*
Of his otherwise inex;>licable hatred towards FAIZI,
BA DA OilT confesses his prejudice against the former only on
religious grounds. BADAONI makes no secret of his utter
denunciation of F A Iz f  and for this occasion he uses words no
(1)
less abusive than the followings
"He (FAIZI) was a master of malavolent activity, 
idle jest, conceit, pride and malice, and one epitome of 
Uypooraoy, baseness, dissimulation, love of pomp, arrogance 
and ostentation* All Jews, Christians, Hindus and fire- 
worshippers, not to apeak of Nizarles and SabbahYes held him 
in the very highteBt honour for his hereoy, his emnity to the 
followers of ISLAM, his reviling of the very fundamental 
doctrines of our faith, his contemptuous abuse of the noble 
Companions and those who oame after them and the holy DMA 1X113 
both dead and living, and of hisurxnannsrly and contemptuous 
behaviour towards all learned, pious end excellent men both 
in secret and openly and both by day and by night* Sot 
content with this he abused, despite the sacred faith of
1* Ibid., Vol. Ill, p* 299
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Muh&mraad (may God bites and assail him and his family) to
regard all forbidden things as lawful* and all the lnjuotions
of the saored law as unlawful* • ••.... At last, after all
his denials of the truth, his obstinacy, his pride, and his
heresy, he hastened to the place to which he belonged*”
In such profusely, horribly abusive words does
BADAGSI give an account of the poet-Laureate of his time and
his personal patron* Lest posterity refuse to believe
him, he hastened to take refuge under Uie garb of religion
which he says is the only ground of prejudice against FAlzf*
(i)
His own apology forms an interesting readings
"If any should ask me what rule of humanity and 
faithiulness X observe in so he*-s hly reviling one who had so 
much goodwill for me and so much sincere friendship, and 
especially how it is that I, for etful of the command, 
9mentlon not your dead but in connection with good1, have 
thus written of a man after his death, and have become one 
of those who disregard their obligation, I reply, all this 
is true, but what could I doff Tne claims of faith and 
the safeguarding of Wi*1© compact with God are above all 
other ulalms, and Love is Godfs and hatred is God's, is an 
established precept*•
1. Ibid*, Vol. Ill, p. 30S.
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There la not a shadow of doubt that to men of his 
own time, he appeared a heretic, an apostate, and an athlest. 
The free-thinking and athicstic tendencies of FAIZI and his
younger brother are even believed to be responsible for the
(la)
change in former beliefs of AKBAR. Both the brothers are 
accused of conspiring with other free-thinkers and panthlests 
at the court against the religion of I5LAU and thus evolving 
a new faiths d Ih ILSHI. That the new faith was eclecticism 
is an open secret. In fact the coming into birth of this 
eclecticism was only a reaction against the existence of a 
host of conflicting and antagonistic religions in the land.
The authors of the so called Divine Faith were only trying to 
lay the foundations of a great national ideal, the'unification 
of India. To be the emperor of a united India was AKBAR fS 
dream and the DIH ILaHI was the biggest and move on national 
lines for its attainment. In abjuring the existing religions, 
he conceived the idea of freeing Kuslim India from religious 
supremacy of Turkey and at the same time winning over the 
HINDUS to his side. It never seemed to be either his desire 
or intention to set up Dili IxJHI as a religious ideal. His 
whole attitude towards all religions was rather that of a
(i)
modern states man than a contemporary despot. The same
1. o.f. GhanI - History of Persian Language, Vol. Ill, 
pp. 246-257.
la. Mirat-ul-Khayal, p. 80; Riyaz-ush-shul-ra 343b, also 
Makhaanul-Gharaib, Or. 4610, fol. 333a.
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attitide was displayed by PAIZI in public life# How far 
did he really believe in the new faith can be better judged
from his own writings in which he clearly disposes off all
-  (1 )suspicions about his own belief in ISLAM i
( S ' *
^ c i ]jtit? fibt'1" 1
^  u ^ 1 i w a P u ' / J  ^ JSCiJ^MsIf^) U \J^b/^
The Indian critic SHIBLX is led to declare that 
perusal of PAIZI’s literary work reveals Him to be an orthodox 
and it becomes difficult to believe that he could ever be 
accused of heresy. In his writings not only does he deliber­
ately refrain from displaying any free-thinking tendencies 
which he could have easily done while writing his commentary 
on the ^URAB but hr even shares the popular beliefs such as
the physical journey of the Prophet from UEDXBA to BAIT-UL- 
(£}
MUqADDAS, Thus he says:
2. Shi'r-ul-*Ajam* Vol. Ill, p. 56-63
1. Egerton, 695, fol. 93a.
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The truth, however, seems to he that FAIZI was a 
free-thinker and a staunch advocate of toleranoe. He had 
an open mind where truths of other religions could also find 
room. Because of his father*a teachingshis views on religion 
were much more liberal than an average Muslim of his time in 
India. The conservative Muslims mistook his large-mindedness 
and broad views for atheism. The disgraceful sectarian 
controversies among themselves, had made them intolerable 
fanatics whion combined with the Inherent conceit of their 
sort made FAIZI'andth<.£~selves look poles apart*. hen in power 
the orthodox persecuted FAIZI without success, but when they 
were shorn of all prestige and power they gave vent to their 
resentment by pouring out abuses on him. It was, therefore, 
only too natural that accounts of him written by his contempor­
aries should depict FAIZl as an enesqr of the faith of ISLAM#
One can easily imagine such heart-burnings caused to fanatics 
like BADAOHI. All sectarian controversies between tue 
orthodox vexed him and provoked only ridicule froa FAIZI.
Of such extreme fanaticism FAIZI mentioned the following among
(1)
other incidents in a letter written from DKGCAB to AKBAR.
A few friends, he says, were once sitting round a 
fountain of water when one of them remarked that on the day of
1# The letter in which variety of topics are discussed lias 
already been referred to. *>upra - p. 37 . Also
Dartarl-A*batf, p. 397. a1sq Egerton> ^  ( fol# llfl^
m 52 *
judgement the first four Caliph* would be occupying the four 
corners of XAt&AH each giving draught of water to the faithfuls* 
A 3KI*AH who happened to be one of the company retorted th&t 
XAU3AH wafl circular in shape and the only man in charge of it 
would be §AJLI* Having said it, he took to hio heels for fear 
of hie life* Zuoh, indeed, waa tne fanaticism that prevailed
in his time* The same letter is concluded by 7AIZI with the
following verses from FAftlD-UT)-T)lN VtTAR which portrays hie 
personal belief* ^
'jm/urnx, lieieeHHSHBf' ‘ * i
7 AIZ1 1 s religious tolerance combined with broad-mindedness and 
free-thinking earned for hUx the credit for instuting an era of 
religious toleration so essential for progress of the hunum 
race*
His writings not only reveal him a devwut .USLIU 
but also show that he solicited felicitations by paying visits 
to the shrine of saints especially Of KHYAJA 7ARID-ITD-DIK 
31IAKAR OaHJ* He has written several qita’s in praise of this
saint and the following it one of them: ■» ^, / • * « * • •  . > ! * » • «
(J)-> Ijj? o >>/j c/V
. ^ / y  . -
f V  CJ>>
f a ^ U  fj’/'
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lit showed great devotion and respect to the living aalnta and was
a devotee of SHAIKH 1 ABDUL HAQ, the traditlonlat, of DELHI whom
he had aeveral tlmea entertalne i aa hia guest* At a time when
AKDAR’S deolaration of the DIH-ILAHI ahooked the Muallm sentiment,
the aalnt was extremely reluctant to associate himself with FAIZI,
and In spite of the poet1 a repeated requests, would not come*
The following extract from a letter FAluI wrote to him speaks for
itself of the poetfs devotion* It also Illustrates his style
(1) 
of prose i
f y'e-i ''if 'J'bJ? <J > /ifjyj
j) ^  Ol j \
^   ^Ol; ); ; I ^  /J )aS?
“If you remain at home It is light, and if you come, It will be 
light upon light* I swear by God that I have constrained myself 
to forego this wish and that I have not of my own account given 
any intimation of my desire, nor shall I do so* I hope you will
' '   " \zo-L*Iii, p.uS.
(1) BADAOflf-MUNTAKHABUT-TAV""TTH. / alsoB.M.MS. Egerton 696. 
fol. 145a,
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not vex yourself further In this matter* But if I had wings I 
would sit daily on the roof of your ohamber and would ^ther the 
grains of your affectionate discourse, trilling forth the songs 
of my desire* What more shall I write? Your pearl - like 
petitions are few and far between* 1 pray you for God's sake 
close not the road against the oar&van of my secrets* If it is 
closed from your side, it shall not be from mine**
Despite the profound religious views expressed in the 
poet's work, he seems at times to have Indulged in unorthodox
practices* According to the following incident recorded by
.  .  _  (1)
BAD A ONI it appears that FALSI was not a teetotaller*
*At the New Year feast His Majesty Inveigled many of 
the tULAMA and the pious, nay even the QAZIS and MUFTIS of the 
realm in the ravine of toast-drinking* At last FAIZI, the King 
of poets, called out, "Here is a bumper to the confusion of the 
lawyers**
But curiously enough FAIZI's own words entirely
(2)
discredit this t
. y < s , 4 " 0 ' c
, jy (J j iZ* J* ) yy * sZ
*
Among others of his unorthodox habits pointed out by
J >iJi
(1) Muntakhabut-Ta varlkh * Vol* 11 p*309
(2) Dlvan-i-Faizi* Lahore, p*ll*
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BADAONI la that of keeping doga as pets, which to some people 
will only be a further evidence of hla kindness and regard to 
all forms of life*
IV
The poet wrote for nearly forty years under the name
of FAIZI which he afterwards changed to FAYYlzI In Imitation of
. ( 1)
hla younger brother 'ALLAlfl • This change In hla nom-de-plume
he him self records In the following words In hla HAL DAMAN t 
"Before this whenever I issued anything
The writing on my signet was FAIZI J / r ^
(jf Lr yjy* )
But, aa 1 am now chastened by spiritual love \ • <
I am the FAYHUI of the ocean of superabundance •* r’ “
But the poet did not live long enough to give lustre to his new
* takhallua* for he died only t**> r months after he had
changed It* He was a voluminous writer and Is supposed to
(2) _ _
be the author of 101 works* BADAONI and the authors of MAA3IR- 
UL-UMARA and MIR1AT-UL-f A LAM estimate the number of his works to 
this figure, but except the following, few others are traceable*
(1) Badaonl -Muntakhabut-Tavarlkh * Vol.ill, p.299*
(2) Ibid* Vol.ill, p*305*
The beat known besides his poetical works are the
S A VAT I1 -TJL-ILHAM and the MAVARID-UL-EA LAM * Before the poet
began to write his commentary of the QURAH consisting entirely
of undotted letters, he wrote a small pamphlet called the
MAVARID-UL-KALAM • It was to serve as a tert and a stepping
stone towards his later work the SAVATI1 -UL-ILHAM• The book
has been published in a lithograph edition* The date of its
composition is about the year A.H.985, as appears from a letter
FAIZI wrote to a friend in which mention Is made of this work*
He sent oopies of it to the seats of learning in Arabia* The
book contains rules of righteous conduct* The sentences are
(1)
short and the words employed are undotted*
SAVATI*-UL-ILHAM or the Rays of Inspiration is the 
title FAIZI gave to his commentary on the QURAN* The book is 
in Arabic and the words used are without diacritic points* It
(2i
is of the thickness of 75 Jus and exists in lithographed edition^ 
The author spent two and a half years to bring out this book*
He was very proud of this marvellous literary feat* In a lette]
written to KAMAL-UD-DIN SHIRAZ I he gives the date of its
(4)
composition as A*H.100£*
(1) Lithographed edition Caloutta A*H.1241*
(2) 3avatl'~ul"»Ilham, Navalkishaur, 1889*
(3) BadaonI-Muntakhabut-Tavarlkh, Vol.il, p.393.
(4) Bgerton 695, fo!.13£b,
( S ? c/7 J ' ^ >)j O iT) *J^<}&>
>L A j *o f ' ^
The poet sent copies of it to * IRAQ and other Muslim countries* 
There is a preface and an appendix attached to the book* In
the preface the author mentions that the earlier portions of
(1)
the work were revised by his father and that the compilation 
of it was interrupted and delayer for about a year when he was 
sent to Deccan as envoy* The author pays glowing tributes to 
his father to whose scholarly knowledge he attributes his own 
literary achievements* As he had to avoid the use of any words 
with diacritic points, the author resorted to round about methods
to mention the name of his father* For example he mentions him
(2)
in the following terms t
/
is*
He continues in the same strain until the mention 
of his father alone occupies two pages* His own identity is
(1) Ibid p* 8*
(2) Ibid p. 5-7
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(1)
revealed in the same manner .
(2)
BADAONI writes “The learned men of the age wrote 
their imprimatur on it. Thus SHAIKH YA»QUB of KASHMIR wrote 
an imprimatur in Arabic and MI YAM AMANULLAH found the verse 
of the QURAN wThere is nothing green or sere, but is noted
and MOHAMMAD HAIDAR NU’AMHA'I the whole SURAT-I-IKHLlS without 
BISMILLAH." MALIK Q.UMI and ZAHURI also wrote quatrains and
The author revised the book a year after Its
completion and gave it the title of AHRARI-SANI which also
gives the date of its revision and collation i.e. A.H. 1003 •
This laudable triumph of literary feat has, however,
(4) _ _
* failed to command approbation. Thus RIZA QULI KHAN in hla
(1) Ibid, p.4.
(2) Muntakhbut-Tavarlkh, Vcl.II, p.393.
(3) B.M.M8. Egerton, 695. foljl95a.
(4) Perhaps the only exception is the author of Khairul-Bayan 
OR. 3397f fol:287a who has high praise for this literary 
feat of Faizi.
in the Perspicuous Book.1
q U H a 4 * *  e /.ahnr»1 ..tra •
(5)
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MAJMA* -UL-FULAHA observes that the poet trout led himself to no 
purpose * >/? ShibX i has but fee words in praise
for his commentary* In fact he exclaims In astonishment why 
a person of FAIZI1 s genius ever set himself to such an 
unprofitable and useless task* The same critic is not at all 
Impressed by the commentary* The only Impression, he says, that
it left on his mind was that the work Is replete with meaningless
(2)
words and phrases* There Is no doubt that the author himself 
delighted at his wonderful achievement, but In this exultation, 
even he seems to be primarily concerned about Its literary merits 
rather than as a book expressing religious views of any Import&noe 
IHSHA-I-FAIZI or LATIFA-I-FAIZI is a collection of 
most of the letters FAIZI wrote to his friends, relations and 
also to the emperor* For the work of collecting these letters 
posterity Is Indebted to a nephew and pupil of the great poet 
himself whose hame was HUR-UD-DIH MUHAMMAD •ABDULLAH IBM HAKIM 
1A IN-UL-MULK • To this collection the editor gave the title of
LA"TIFA-I»FAIzI* The collection consists of 5 chapters* The
is
first part /comprised of letters addressed to the f>rap ror, the 
second chapter (fol*113 b*) consists of letters to *ULAMA and 
SHAIKHS• Chapter three contains epistles to physicians, Letters
to Amirs,Khans etc. fora the contents of the fourth chapter,
(1) Ibid, vol*ii, p.26*
(2) Shir -ul-’Ajam, vol.iii, 67*
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while the lest chapter contains letters written by the author 
to his father, brother and other relatives# His letters to the 
emperor oontain interesting accounts of the countries the poet
visited and are a store of flrst«hand knowledge of the soolal
(1)
and political problems of his time# There are also letters 
addressed to his younger brother whom he mentions in most affect­
ionate and endearing terms! e*g*
(2 )
~ '' ^  : The oolleotlon was completed
in the year A*H* 1035* The letters are a model of Persian pros*
and though never intended to be of any historical importance can
yet be studied with advantage* FAIZI was among the first
writers in Persian literature who took to writing in simple styli
deviating from the age-long custom of employing flowery and
verbose expression* A study of his letters reveal that he
generally commenced his letters with a verse* The following ar
(5), (4), (6). 
some of the verses quoted by hlmt
* ^  / 1 . A  / ^ • V. *
. u w ^ o v : C {4)
'
O ( J ^  (6 )
(1) The oolleotlon which exists in Ms* form haa been translate 
into English for Sir H* X* Elliot, but has not been published 
extract in English appears on pp*147-149 in Historynof India, 
Vol*vi, by Sir H*M*Elliot* The work is here referred as 
Wakl’at of Shaikh Falsi*
(2) Egerton, 695, folilBS*
(3, 4, 5) Q*M*Ms» Kgerton, 695* folil70a, 143b, and 148a*
The influence of HIKDI over Persian, which eventually fostered 
and helped the growth of modern URDU is also visible in FAIZIfs 
letters* Thus we find the author occasionally using familiar 
HINDI words like instead of etc# Ornamental
phraseology was the distinctive feature of prose-writing before
the time of FAIZI* But FAIzX's style is conspicuous by the
cf ornaments#
absence^ His style was at once simple and elegant* He 
expresses himself in a straightforward and convincing manner and 
his letters bear the stamp of his psrsonallty*
Before reviewing FAIZIfs poetical works, a brief 
aooount of him as a translator seems a proper ending to his 
appreciation as a prose-writer*
Apart from the above three books which arj in prose, 
FAIZI is accreiited to have translated into Persian, parts of the 
MAHXIBHJCkaTA from the original Sanskrit* It was in the year
(1)
A.H. 990 that Akbar desired the great epic poem to be translated* 
The work was entrusted to different persona among them MULL A SHER 
and HAQIB KHAH* BADAONI claims to have translated two out of 
the eighteen sections* The same historian records that when the 
translation was completed SHAIKH FAIZI was then directed to 
convert the rough translation into elegant prose and verse but 
did not complete more than two sections* The translation was
W )
oallftd KA/M 1TBMA .
(1) Badff onl-Munt akhabut -TavarIkh* Vol.il, p. 321.
(2) BadMonl-Muntakhabut-TavSrlkh, Vol*ll, p.321, lithographed
Lucknow, 1597*
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The translation as It exists at present is mainly In prose; only 
now and then Interspersed with verses* The following la an
a)




'l/^sL^uy' fC^ *, ' w~?~
m J
S*. '7< L-^ I ZZs* j* f
"I - * c
FAIZI la also alleged to have translated the ATHAKVAN
VEDl. In A#£L983 BadaonI was ordered to translate It but he
found the task too difficult inspite of the aadstanoe of a
BRAHMIN convert to Islam of the name of BHAVAN* The task was
then assigned to FAIzf and was eventually completed by IBRAHIm 
SARHIHDI.
The translation of the rXmXtan£ though generally taken
to be FAIZI*s work is really the result of BADAONI*s four years
labours who translated It In A.H.999 when It was versified by 
- - (3)
MASIHI Of PANIPAT.
L ILAVATI Is a treatise on algebra and arithmetic*
FAIZI made a version In Persian from the Sanskrit book of BHASKAR
- - - - -  - - - - .......................................................
(1) liagabharata A Ah Parb, p.235. Luoknoa.
(2) Ibid. TOl.il. p.213.
(3) Ibid, T0l.il. p.33V.
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ACHARYA. The following are the opening couplets of this
in (1)
translation, which is/proae t
^  **** *-* *
*" 1 (2) 
The problems discussed are of the following kind s
}}/?’ Cf A>y A '-Tx U?* >2J/?CJ
\ sJ a* f>Cp*V
'> » > ;  t  j r  £>’i> a*3 '>0j
He also translated Into Persian the BHAOVAT OITA
whloh ooouples 156 small poeket edition lithographed pages*
The following few worses quoted from It reyeal Its style and
(3)
subject matter iy
/  , y/^ * / , ^ ^  # ,
 ^*.> ^  ^ V f I >> <^//A
y\J> (Jl
FAI^I was not only an eminent poet but was well^wersed 
In SUFI philosophy and the doctrine and mythology of the HINDUS 
whose language he dDLigently applied himself to studjr and master* 
He was one of the first lfusllms who took Interest In the study 
of HINDU literature and philosophy*
(1) Calcutta type-script edition 1828, cowers 186 pages*
(2) Ibid, p.183.
(3) Bhagwat Gita p. 140* Allahbad 1901*
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Except for the following lines from s letter FAIZI
once wrote to a friend which indicate that he undertook to
(1)
writing a biography of Persian poets we have no traces of his 
TAZKIRATTJ-SHU’ RA
It is clear enough from the above that he did not merely 
contemplate such a work but had already accomplished a good 
deal of it*
The poet’s famous quintet of whloh a brief reference 
has been made in preoeding pages deserves a detailed notioe here* 
It was in the year A*H*993 that FAIzf contemplated to 
compose a quintet in imitation of the KHAMSA of NIZAMI* The 
work was interrupted owing to the poet9s ever-increasing duties
at the court* However, he was able to complete only the first
« (2)
two of the following MASKAYls*
(1) NAL DAMAN. (2) MARUZ-I- ADVAR. (3) SULAIMAN-V-BILQK
(4) HAFT KISHVAR and (5) AKBAH RAMA.
At the targe of his imperial master the MAS NAVI of
(1)
Eger ton B.M.Ms. 695* Latlfa-i-FaisI, foltl52a*
According to Makhzanul-Gharalb. OR.4610, fol:333b. Faizi 
completed 4 for he o b s e r v e s ® ^ T h e  same author 
quotes a few verses from hisl Shahiri Shah Nama (probably 
FAIZIs AKBAR NAMA.
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Nal Daman was completed in four months in the year A.H.1003.
The book was greatly appreciated by the emperor who ordered the 
oourt KHATIB to reolte it dally In court and also that the book 
be profusely Illustrated* The book la a romance of Raja HAL 
and DAMAYANTI* The story Is based upon a Sanskrit book written
by KALIDASA, an accomplished scholar of the time of BIKRAMAJIT*
(2)
The MAS NAVI commences with the following verse t
0 ThouJ In thy searoh the high soaring phoenix of sight Is 
only just beginning*
FAIZIfs HAL DAMAN earned for him the highest pzwlse from one and
all* Bven his swcm enemy BADXonI has the warmest appreciation for
(2)
the llterarv merits of this work* He observes t
"And Indeed, It Is a HASNAVI; the like of whloh has perhaps not 
been written In India within these last three oenturles after 
amIr KHUSRAV.
(1) BadaonI-Muntakhbut-Tavarlkh vol.11, p.396.
According to BadaonI there were 4,200 verses*
Also Haft Asman, p* 119* Lithograph editions Calcutta
A.D.1831, Lucknow A.H.1263*
(1)
It contains 4,000 verses* The poet himself says s
(2) Ibid, volill, p*396.
(2) Ibid, p*2* Cawnpur 1837, 144, pages*
The seeond of the KHAMSA is MARKAZ-I-ADVAR or The 
Centre of Clroles, which le as celebrated as NAL DAMAN# Like 
Nal Daman lithographed editions of this MASNAVI are available* 
It la in imitation of NIZAM?S MAKHZAN-I-ASRAR and conslata of 
3,000 verses* Moat of it was composei while the poet was at 
FATEHPUR, but the work may be said to be posthumous, since it
was ABUL PAZL who put the fragments together and gave it its
(1 )
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/~l? u / is
(1) Agha Ahmad9All-Haft Asman p. 117
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Though MARKAZ-I-ADVAR was designed to be the first book of the 
KHAU3A, as Is evident from the following verses, yet AKBAR's 
Inalstanoe resulted In preoedenoe being given to NAL DAMAN
This pure wine which I have drank hurriedly 
la the first round of five (circle}
As a J WAB to KHUSRAV SHIR IN, FAIZI undertook to 
compose SULAIMAN-V-BILQIS, which was to consist of 3,000 verses# 
But the work was never completed and only fragments of it exist#
Bflfl
The following lines reveal Its style i
O  ''/usY*
^  '
" ' . As '
/  * j





• <^* ‘ f 4
The other two MA3NAVI3 HAFT-KISHVAR and AKBAR NAHA
a
were never completed# The poet had/great desire to finish they
u>
(2) FAIzf claims to have composed some part of it*
, A, / X  >
Egerton, 596# folt!39a# < ^  O/
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all, aa la evident from these verses t
v .cx-*:
v—y  ^  r* y y
o ' t t y c s u z * *
Apart from the KHAM8A FAIZI In a- letter written to 
a friend olalms to have composed a MASHAVI on the occasion of
the oonquest of 0UJ1RAT by AKBAR* By way of Illustration he
(1)
mentioned a few verses from ltf which are reproduced below t
J* i> /  /
' ■ i t : ,  s . y  •>} y  y
u z ^ o i ^  £,'> tjjZjtj*'*jJ
J- r>s> i r
z>2 ’ 1 s-
r <
^ ^O(o /Z** (J yZs*
(1) Except for these and a few more verses quoted by Falsi
(Egerton 695* foltl50) there are no further traces of this 
Masnavl* Falsifs own words are S p O * * C d f o o
(1) Also Mira't-ul-Khayal, fol.452* *
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1. All at once the people and officials of the town, who were 
of world-wide renown*
2. All of then suspended from their hands, the keys of the 
treasures of their kings.
3* They approached (the emperor) paelng with their heads 
(touching the ground) and in Joy having loat all discrimination 
between their heads and feet*
4* They laid their heads at the feet of the Emperor (and
confessei) that they were steeped in sin from head to foot*
5# "For the lives we have hitherto spent ungraced by our devotion
and loyalty to you) we feel ashamed in a hundred ways*
6* As servants have we now presented ourselves before you and
servants have no other business but to obey*"
FALSI has a DftrXi of odes to his credit, appended to
which are a few RUBAIS and QITA'S at the end* In a preface
(1)
to the collection he estimates the number of verses contained 
in it as nine thousand* There is also a short account of how 
he found access to the emperor fs court and eventually was 
honoured by the title of MALIK-USH-SHU1 RA• The poet offers an 
apology for having included in the dIvXh poetry which does not 
come up to the standard* This he expresses in these words t
■ i i — n i i i. .         ' > ' ->■
(1) The preface to his Divan Is sppsndsd to his letters*
B.M.Ms. Egerton, 695* fol:94*
Yet the contents are fall of self-praise* Of his Divan to
which he gave the title of TAB AS HIR -US -30 HA (The Dawn of
Several lithographed e itions of it exist* Below is a
. • (2)
selection of none odes from his DXVAX t
With one glance she robbed me and led me astray,
I wish that Be who created such beauty
Bad not entrusted me with a discreet heart,
nothing unveils itself from the core of my heart
That does not bear a mark which is after ay heart1 s desire*
(1)
Horning) he boasts in the following quatrain t ^
6 -J> CTs
A beautiful one, all of a sudden, came across my way.
(1) Egerton, 695, fol:97B.
(2) Dlvan-l-Falz1, Lahore * Delhi 1894. 
Ib&d, p.13.
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Like the stars of night, I keep a vigil till the morn, 
Lest one night, that moon facei might ask for me.
What bocts it to you, 0 adviser!
Leave me to myself for Heaven’s sake*
Thanks he to God that unlike FAIZI




Our assembly which la so warm 
Is kept so through our hot sighs
Say, away with the time when assemblies were dimly illumined
with oandles
For the radiant faoes that are like the shining sun light our
gathering now 
So as to be one with those oonsumed by the fire
From the harp there arises but only cries of grief*
No wonder the lowers ore madly dancing 
Forwherewer X set my foot the earth is hot*
Your werses 0 FAZZll haws consumed my heart,
For they are replete with meanings that so much impress the mind
< a >
There exists not a free peacock In the world
But a snare is laid for it by the hunter* 
I regard him not a man




Do not start finding fault.
For bsauty itself is not everlasting*
For this reason Z am a pupil of FAlZl 
Because he has no teaohsr hut Love*
Below are a me specimens of FAZZl's verses, most of 
whioh have been quoted by •ALLA^I in his AlH-i-AKBARI*
X do not say, 0 sky! thou should1 at abstain from thy orooked wayi 
It is the night of union, I desire that thou should9st move
only a little more slowly*
My dwelling is illumined tonight by the moon of her faoe*
If the time of thy rising has some, 0 sun, I pray thou turnsth
. back. , - , .
'fr"o ^ »o s ^ >
C ^ V ^ *  o “qfc,U>
What attractions were they whioh arrayed themselves in the
curly looks of the beloved,
That from Reality both the worlds turned their faee to the
A**!raOt.
Do not devastate the KA9 ABA, o Love I for there one moment 
Those who lag behind sometime repose and make a halt*
f j ' * >' "u
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Coma «id 1st us turn our faoes to tbs arch of light.
W« lay tbs foundations of a now KA'AfiA with tbs stons from
Mount SlnSl,
Tbs four walls of KlfcBA broks and ths foundation of Qibla gave
way,
Answ we lay tbs foundations of a faultless structure,
Following is one of the earliest odes FAIzI wrote 
In tbs manner and styls of KAHVX'S ode whioh begins with ths
0 thy goodly features are like moving oypruss and thy arohsd
eye-brows resemble ths bow. 
Thy encircling looks are a snare of Insanity,
Thy black hair Is ths desire of Paradise.
Thy enchanting lips too are the water of Ilfs.
Thy bewitching features are KHIZR of the day. The fawn’s eyes
(1)
verso
Amongst thy preys are the raging lions.
Bound with thy looks Is ths distressed PAX7.X
are clamity^ self
1. Badaoni - Muntakhabut Tavarlkh Vol. XXI p, 323.
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The people of this earth are all vanquished at the hands of thy
mole.
Though the above ghasal is one of the earliest essays 
of FAlzf in poetry, yet throughout he has successfully maintained 
the SANA »r-I-TARSX».
The poet wrote several qasldas but few of them can be 
classed as first rate. In his early qasldas he has of ten used 
words and phrases which were obsolete and has constantly intro* 
duoed Arabic words. Much of his earlier writing suffered from 
this defeot though in his later work, his style is conspicuous 
by the absence of difficult and arabacised words. SHIBLl attri­
butes this improvement in FAlzI’a style to the influence of ,UHFI 
ZAHOrI and MALIK QUJll!1> The following ▼orsea from one of hi. 
qasldas illustrate his early stylet
FAIZI wrote in self-praise* He claimed GHAZAL and MASHAVl 
as his special sphere. In a QITA9, he expresses it as
%
>
Far more eloquent and dignified in poetic style are the qasldas
1. Shifr-ul-f Ajam. Vol. III. p.71.
(1)
below.
J v )jJ/ s,l_rf ^
C p & T r & ^ c r j
<-^/Cj Z* lL«>> j .'
• ‘ c /  '
(J - •->-»?
s o y C j ~  v.
<si. IA» CJUKca^O*^ ^
In boastfulness and self-praise he exeels his
4#
con temporaries • In fact, his #^5* is decidedly of a higher
order of poetlo skill than his qasldas. Following is a
. . typical ri/ ?  in whioh the poet so often Indulged ,
CTCr^Vr > 0 > ^  vJy-
r* •/ L I-
-«; -» • i /  -Li. I .( .» •. *
0 X ~ S' ^ - r ' J  OyL^V r* \ > { J  \ 6
' , w> ”
Oy «?Yv<r
' • J  '




0 > X &
^ } r r ^
C>riSf\?>'iA^'.rfCXs) <&^Oy^XfJ'A»ls/
^ j + ¥ V Z i £ r ,
,* ) ^ & x r £ \ . '
1. iiiSn-l-FalxI, P.94
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To-day I am not a poet alone but a philosopher.
I possess knowledge of the past and future.
Through ay sensational being, the hair is all ears. Hwmdre&s oi 
thunderous uproars eon*pose ay alienee.
So that 1 may writs fresh and new ideas, I have dip ed ay pen 
in wine.
I have placed this flask in such a high niche, where the hands 
of lovers cannot reach.
Behold sty extravagance in diffusing knowledge.
Proclaim this treasure to ths needy.
From the magical action of the depth of knowledge, from the 
morning there has emerged a star and from ms have flowed words. 
The door of the morning has been opened on m  and the rent in 
my pen sheds lustre.
This wine that over-brims my eup is in fact blood
which has oosed frost mgr brain.
Mot before a hundred dyes had drowned themselves in the whirl­
pool of sty heart, that a wave cast pearls ashore.
To open a shop of such art and to exhibit in such manner the 
treasure of poetry is ray task alone, and nobody else but me 
dare do it.
T/hen they oas<t a glanoe on my forces, they surrender their 
spears to me in battle.
In each note that 1 have struck on ths harp X have concealed 
ths loud tune of a trumpet in the string.
This flower which 1 am making a sacrifice to the garden, is a 
token of spring time from me.
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Ho sooner did PHIZ I make a departure from his earlier 
style of using arabaolsed words and difficult figures of speeeh 
than he along with his contemporary 'UBFX of SHIRAZ became the 
accredited leader of a new era in Persian poetry* The 
influence of these two poets did not remain confined to India 
alone, but soon transgressed its boarders and a a £ -J-w.
‘ . ^  U)
Qibb, in his History of Ottoman Poetry rightly observes,
’PAlZl and fUHFI were the chief influences on Turkish poetry
until'they were superceded by SAfIB, and that the novelty in
this style lay apart from the introduction of a number of fresh
terms into the conventional vocabulary of poetry, in the
deposition of rhetorle from the chief seat and the enthronement
of loftiness of tone and stateliness of language in its stead*"
In time FAIZI'S style came to be synonymous with
simplicity of language and tone unencumbered with difficult
arabaolsed words* By virtue of his exalted offloe as a poet
laureate he was in a unique position to exert his immense
influence on Persian Poetry* Of the exercise of such direct
influence we have an instance related by BA1ACNI that one day
FaIzI told RAFI1I that the art of composing enigmas had gone
out of fashion in HIHDU3TAH and that ths practice of it was
(2)
considered unworthy*
1. Ibid. Vol. 1. pp. 127-129.
2. Bad&oni - HuntaUh-abut- Tavarlkft. Vol. III. P.233*
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FAIZI practised all brandies of poetry* While
his qasldas and qita’s except are definitely below
the standard and do him little credit$ his masnavi and ghazals
are of outstanding merit* His elegies also are full of
pathos and emotion* The most touching elegy he wrote on
the death of his ohlld has already been quoted above* The
following verses are from an elegy PAlzI composed on the
_  _ (1)
death of HAKIM FATEHULLAHof Si IRAZ. ^
Hi) 3
a }:
a J ^ y ^  i f * *  <aj ** c
(i^yy y^>/^
Cfyj^ ^  ui c>^ ^  u u V )
yO f C  3
U’>/^ryOrv C > ^
2/ o IaU jJ* ^ < 2 > £ Y ^ *  
“
*
1. Ibid., Vol. II, p. 370.
1. Again t e tixse is cono when the world falls out of gear,
On tho world of wisdom at midday falls the banner of evening. 
2# All the treasures of prosperity fall into the hands of tho 
hose and the blood tears of adversity fill the cup of the
.e/orous*
// J I
3* Truth Iocs as the clue of the research of his object* Mean-
M ' .. , , 1
ings desert eloquence and speech has be cone incoherent*
4* The tongue of folly wags uncontrolled in talkf conclusions 
are falsely deduced and argue, ents are inconclusive*
5* Ths spiritual child of the exalted mother of exoollenoe, was 
the father of the father of wisdom SHAH FATHUuJjl SkTrazI.
6*.Two hundred BU ilASAl:a and BO * ALZs passed away before he
appeared* Har.y a dealer of this kind does Fate hold beneath 
its shop*
7* The world was proud of his perfect nature in the reign of
j-
JALaL-TO-DI:* A-Mh OliAZI.
8 * The orperor of the world had his eyes wot with tears at his 
death, Alexander shed tears of despair because Plato departed 
from the world*
His ghaaals contain all the literary merits and are 
written in an eloquent ^ l^iguago* They die paly depth of 
knowledge and leamlng, but lack passion and emotion of Love* 
Phllosophlo calmness of his mind debs r him from experiencing 
such thrills for the expression of which ghasal in perslan
1« According to Kyair*ul~Bayan Or. 3397 Fol|281a he is alleged 
to follow Sas ai.
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poetry was d signed* FMZl’s ghazals provide food for
deep and serious thought hut fail to create a langocrous 
ataosplier© of roxaanoe* Unlike liXFfe who always appeals 
to ths heart*'FAIzf’s appeal is to the bead* The letter’s 
philisophio mind could go hut ill together with an impassion­
ed ardour for love* Yot another departure is ado by 
PAlZl in this branch of poetry* when instead of the conven­
tional style of introducing a number of different and new 
ideas in one ghazol he proceeds to carry throughout the 
same thought in ths form of a narrative* It is due to this 
last mentioned characteristic of the poet that more often 
than once his ghazals partake of the nature of qasldas.
to set out on their Journey* The travellers of the perilous 
road have another danger to face*
(1)
Ths following ghasal illustrates this*
O') O
O y L J j ,
Once again* the companions of the religious path are about
1* Eger ton* 69b* fol* 159a* B*M .MS*
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ITobody gives mo nows as to tlo first stags •
Though wo haws already traversed hundred deserts pet another 
awaits us*
My Companions! Do not despair of ne*
For tho Doming prayers are yet awal ing their result*
We are not of those who tread upon paths of which they know 
little.
Thank God that the caravan is headed by a leader*
0 breeze! shower tlie flower of glad tidings over the world.
Do cause our dark nignt is followed by the light of dawn.
FAlzI is not apart from the caravan whioh is proceeding to 
KA’ABA.
He is only a little ahead of others*
V*
It is, however* his raoanavl form of poetry whioh
earned for FaIzX an undying name as a groat persian poet of all
tines* his high poetic sidlll in composing nasnavi led
SIIXBLI to doloare that FAI~I was one of t)*e t o Indian poets
who wrote Persian verso which would pass as the riork of a
(1 )
genuine Persian*
1. SHI*R-UL~»AJAM, Vol. Ill* p. 31.
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Tho merit of his style lies in perspioulty
and freshness of his figures of sppech and his brisk and 
jovial choice of words. His siblimity of thought and poetic 
diction coupled with mastery of language undoubtedly place 
him among the greatest poets of the Persian language.
Olowing tributes have been paid to him by eminent poets like 
s a 'ib of Isfahan and »ali n a q i. s a *ib says:
•Ahl HAQl the court* poet of ABBAS wrote a long qasida in 
praise of FAlzI. In ths following verses he halls FAZZX
as his master and admits his immense superiority over himselft
_ __ __ _ » ^  — »_ A \  I M • • -I . . I
 ^  ^ ~ > sr \ r. s • ^' ¥ / o h  fjrV ' if?}/* c "
c J O  ^  C/f~'j/1 <j ^ L > J . >
 ^  ^ * • fl)
The author of MAASIR-I-RAHImI calls him I
ym




( t y  i *> * * •
The following verses of ZIYA PASHA make it abundantly clear 
that FAIZI’s greatness is recognised not only in India and
1. Ibid., fol. 107.
2. MSS. Sa_O.S. Library. Amin Ahmad Razl-Haft Iqllro. Faizi 
(under Agra)
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Persia but also In Turkey.
FAXZl and VURFI run neok and neck, they are leaders 
of the later times.
In FAIZI is eloquence and freshness, while •URFl 
is strong in elegies, but if pre-eminence be sought, 
excellence still remains with FAIZI.
• urpI
The small but beautiful and pictureaquely situated 
town of SHlRlz had been famous for the great poets it had
m •*
produced. Of its sweet waters of RUKNABAD and the fragrant 
air of MUSALLA bards like HAFIZ had sung passionate songs.
To mention only m  other name out of a host of geniuses that 
were born in ttts town is 3A*ADI, the greatest poet of all times 
and one of the three prophets of Persian poetry. SHIRAZ had 
claimed many an illustrious poet as its son, who had raised its 
pinaoles of fame to almost giddy heights. It claimed Itself 
to be the birth-place of yet another poet as late as the middle 
of the sixteenth century, who was destined to attain great fame 
under his pen-name *URFI.
(X)
The proper name of this poet is MUHAMMAD and his 
surname is JAMAL-UD-DIN but he is better known by his poetical 
title VURF?. His father ZAIN-UD-DIN held a high and responsibl 
position in state service, and his grandfather was named JAMAL-
ud-dIm .
There is a speolal significance attached to the poet*a
TAKHALLUS 'URFl.
It has a reference to his Mther's occupation who 
was prefect of SH&IAZ and was in charge of «UrfI (secular) as
(1) According to the author of Maaslr-i-Rahlml Urfl's name 
was Khvaja Sayyldl Muhammad.
distinguished from SRAR'X (religious) natters* The author of
_  .  (1) 
ths MAA3XR-X-RAgXMX records >
/  • •i%
/
- >y
Detailed accounts of the early life of this poet are 
but fee* Little is known in this respect except the faot that 
he was educated at his native town where he aoquired a
competent knowledge in Arabic grammar, logic and Persian
SHIBLI has mentioned on the.authority of 
prosody. S , -------  -^TA^KIRA-I-BAHARISTAH-I-SAKHDN m------
that apart fron the above branches of knowledge • URFI devoted
(8)
his tine in learning the art of painting and drawing* Before
he cane to India* he had started his career as a poet* poetical
o«.nteats were too common in Persia in his time* and this
afforded a splendid opportunity to •URPl to develope and
improve his style* Among his chief adversaries in such contests
were KUBTASHAM KASHI, VAHSHl XASDI , OHAIRATl, »ARIF LAHIJI,
- - - (3)
BOBAXM KASHI end MIR ABU TALIb *
(1) Ms * aslr-i-Rahlml Vol.ili, p. 295.
(2) Shifr-ul-fAiam. Vol. iii, p.83. Also SaVina Or.4672. fol.
1 111a.
(3) SHI,r-ul-lAjamf Vol.ill, p# 83.
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The sterling qualities of •URFI, hie eloquenoe of speech and 
mastery oyer language were acknowledged by his contemporaries 
While he was still young. While *URFI was still at SHIRAZ 
he entered into a debate with OHAIRATl in which he proved more 
than a match to his elderly opponent. »URFI spoke on both 
sides of the problem and was victorious either time.
fame which later in life became his. The glamour of the 
Mughal oourt in India and the galaxy of talented men who had 
gathered there proved irresistable to young *URFI. At an 
early age he migrated to the land of his promise and reached 
India by sea. The journey was by no means free from perils. 
The caravan with which he was travelling was way-laid and 
molested. The extreme poverty to which he was reduced is 
desoribed by him in the following quatrain t
When he reached India, he first stayed in the Deccan, where
(1)
his talents were not reoognised. He therefore went to
He did not, however, reside long in SHlRAZ to achieve
(1) MS. S.O.S. Library Haftlqllm.
FATEH-PUR 3I1CRI then the residence of AKBAR where he attached 
himself to FAIZI, very likely owing to the letters great
m
reputation as a poet* Here, he was well-treated and FAIZI 
extended him a warm reoeption and a generous hospitality* An
prowl nature, however, made him disagreeable and he soon 
quarrelled with FAIZI and left him*
•URFi next sought and won the favour of his compatriot 
HAKIM ABUL FATEH of QILAK* Despite his over-estimated self-
The physician of the age, ABU L FATEH, the sun of skill, that 
his breath scatters to wind the miracle of Christ,
0 Lord I I have a tale on my lips that like thy praise cannot 
stop at my lips*
Last night I was trying to Imagine myself in thy service, not by 
dint of my knowledge and learning but to aoqulre honour.
How I have presented myself before thee, Say what thous deemest 
best! Should I sit at thy threshold or keep standing*
account of it is given by BADAOHI at some length* 'URFI's
(1)
respect ftJRFI couched his request to enter the HAkIm1 s service 
in no less modest a tone than the following t
(1) Muntakhabut-Tavarlkh, Vol*lll, p*285, also Khazana-i-1Amira, 
p • 318•
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Tho poet became deeply attached to the HAKIM and
so long as the latter lived he did not seek the patronage of any 
other nobleman, nor did he ever desire to join the Imperial 
court* This la also evident from the fact that hie panagyrloa 
written in praise of the HAKIM are of a far higher poetloal skil] 
than thoae he ever wrote in praise of the emperor himself* The 
high regard in which he held the HAKIM is also olear from the 
following lines which occur in a panegyric written in praise of
- - - _ (i)
•ABDUR-Rj'HIlt KHAHKHASAH, after the death of ABUL FATEH
•URFI passed a few years In HAKIM ABUL FATEH*a service until the 
letter's death in A.H. 997 (A.D.1389) when he entered the 
service of ABDUK RAHTm KHANXHAHAH. To his new patron he had 
already been recommended by the HAxIm during his life-time, and 
who had in fact desired fUf:FI to write a qaslda in prdlse of 
KHXw-KHAWAH* The following verses from this qaslda of 106
verses show that it was written at the request of the HA KBit
- ^  s O f  i ** ** ^
(2)
(1) Maasir-l-Rahlal, Vol. Ill, p. 307.
(2) vt*aaid-i-»urfl p. 61-67. C&wniwr,1880.
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9URPI received great consideration at the hands of thla great
nobleman who himself was a poet of no mean merits* Under him
1 URFI made great progress in poetry, and this fact is recorded
both by BAD A ONI and the author of the KAASIH-I-RAHIMI. The
(1)
latter observes i y
oxv lT /,)>o'1 s j t r * o (S/»!/>
(J>/  ^  ^ c/^ lJ\— ^  (J^
& •
^  ^ *< 3 s > < J  u'Ij (j ^> >y"/<d~i (//
A Persian poet of the name of RASNI QALANDAR, also attributes 
9URFI9s fame to the patronage of KHIn-KBANAN. He says s 
- yjloj {*S%
9URFI himself ungrudgingly confesses it,
* d ir s $/* f  cr^
’sjr**' - cr>4/u*
SHIBXI finds a reason for this improvement in 9URPl9s
(2 )
style in t&e fact that poetical contests between NAZIR I,
SHAIBI, ZAHOrI and 9 URFI held under the patronage of KHAN-KHANA 
afforded Innumerable opportunities for the latter to let his 
poetical genius shine* KHAN-KHANAH was never too slow to
(1) Ibid, Vol. Ill, p. 295. Also Safina Of.4672. Fol iiia
(2) Shlt*-ul-9Ajam, Vol*iii, p* 87.
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recognise the poet's merits* His triumphs at poetioai contests 
were warmly appreciated and richly awarded* On one occasion 
alone »URPI was awsrded seven thousand rupees* It was when he 
composed his famous qaslda in praise of KHAH-KHANAN whioh begins t
'TOPI'a patron bad exempted him even from observing proper court 
etiquette* This was an exceptional privilege and *URFX entirely
dispensed with all formalities of usual prostration of the
. • /  r r («)
body ( ) ■ Th* •uthor ths Maasir-l-Rahim! says
[Jl J^>/ d Is I JkJ li-sI Cs' '■> k> s
'■> A  f l. ’ jS> ^  'v ff- 'Jjl ^  ^
‘s>
LaJ
Before long • IE FI came to have a fair share of wealth and 
magnificence* Very likely It was one of the reasons why he was 
proud to be the minstrel of a single patron* Placed as he was 
in a fortunate position where honours and riches were always 
generously lavished on him ? e could we11-afford to be content to 
be the protege of one single patron* Be was* however* politic 
enough to compose a few qasldas in praise of the ruling sovereign
(1) KhazSna-i-•Amira, p. 318.
(2) Ibidf Vol. Ill, p. 297. Also the following from Safina 
3^) O.R. 4672, Pol ilia. ^  , , *
i ~ '>) (fs)
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and hla helr-ap parent PKISCE SAlIk with whom tha poet la allagad
to have bean in amatory attachment* Moat of tho Qasldas in
praise of the aaperor were written at the request of KHIn-KhXhXm
who introduced the poet at court* Hare, also, he was a
recipient of royal favours more than once* He accaepanled the
aaperor on his aaroh to KASHMIR in A*H*968 (A.D.1560). Ha is
also believed to have bean employed among tha emperor's own
office i» but he did not flourish to say great extent at the royal
court* This has been accounted to the well-established position
of the talented brothers PAXAl and ABUL FAAL at the imperial
(1) 
court*
Curious constructions have been put by some writers
on the poets' affectionate devotion and attachment towards
PRINOE SALIM. Aooordlng to *ALX CULI KHAN DAOHISTAMI it was
(2).
of a criminal nature* Even SHXBHX seems to be Inclined to
(5)
construe it in muoh the same strain* Xt h*s even been suggested 
to have been the cause of the poet's death, at an early age*
The author of the TAAKIRA-I-DAQHISTAMI again vouches for the 
correctness of this statement that *URPl was poisoned by some 
interested people who envied him* XT the passionate eloquence 
of his panegyrics in poise of the Prince is the only flimsy
(1) KhafI Khan - Muntakhab ul-Lubaft Vol. I t p. 200.
(2) Rlyaz-Ush-Shufra, fol. 303a.
(3) Shi*r-ul-»Ajiun# vol.ill, p.
i
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argument in support of this incrimination, it certainly does
betray an extreme devotion to the person of the Prince, but
beyond that there does not exist a shred of suspicion to me Intel
suoh a hypothesis* Below is reproduced one of the first panagyr
(1)
compose < in praise of the Prince* It is of a modest else and
was written at the request of the Prinoe himself* The qaslda
is undoubtedly forceful in expression and Is most eloquent but
that alone can hardly fern the ground to justify an accusation
of the kind suggested by the author of the TAZXm-X-DAOHISTAHI*
(2 )
Below ere some of the verses t
^Cc‘->a 
yf*




J * * 4*>
oc? o ' * ' y f < s » j > L c % b ' - *
°AS*Sj>^SJs'(J LV u'/
’y  0 >SVzj ^
^  \ ^  y r 
(O U.
* J
(1 ) 60 werees.
(2) QasIid-l-'UrfI, p.
Go
(J^ Z/P^'*J> <-»/ 
/d/°t^U?s* (>»V^Uic»v>
r. -  ^ c P y Z / A ^ f /
^ r V a ' f o ' - o S  
r f  
U ^ O ^ y  L. A . /  f ^ r>^, 
x / ' ( <^v* U
’> r Vr-^f -’.•
' o ^ - ^ T r ^► r*->\_-c* o *j. ‘ r  ' J; '
A ~ s >  ,y>I* jP
^  u0 V y-y '^ J y  1->(J"<J-*J~y 
Lr^*»umyO  &
xL2~),*,>. i ^ > y £ f e s f  ( j ~ , ) ?  )/*
— » • x 4
,>l> <JL»j^ y ^  r*'c~*t->* r°
j f / ' “ V^* L / > s j J " >
> b-; W f / ,
* ^  . *» "» y  / * ■*y + a a & S  (J*U> r3^ ^  )+J
<L (ca^  O^OoJ(Jj^ O ^
\ *% t  ^ * '
C y  £-> k*^ 'a a j >>J?
' " ^  • I # <1* .c - I ^ * 1 \AA./*J's 2/^  'r*
/ “* /“ f* /  (  ^
* r ; s f ( S * O o
*''//J(J*x* ti/>:'fcfJ&x
>0 ^ /  ^  <v;> (5 y ^ / t ^ C j T s A
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1# On the morn of fId, In tho resting place of convenience end 
comfort, the beggar put on his felt cap saucily and the King 
his crown#
2# The heart Is delighted to such an extent that the sane do not 
hear anything but the songs of children and the vain words 
of courtiers#
3# The carpet of ths assembly of this world Is so full of gaiety
that the sleeves persuade the hand to start music#
4# The bosom Is bold to embrace the delicate beautiful ones#
The lip is liberal in kissing the hands of the fair ones#
5. The dirge of the fast and the joyful music of • Id have through
the effects of mirth opened the ears of the deaf#
6# To the table bedecked with victuals, the hand of appetite 
has stretched unfettered# To the palate and the stomach 
the avaricious disposition showed increased canity#
7# To the eye of imagination owing to the oheerfullness of the 
face of the earth, what previously was frightful appours 
hopeful now#
8 # The world Is so happy and I happier still in my dwelling, 
sitting In company of wisdom; learning and diffusing 
knowledge#
9# That all of a sudden a happy messenger made his entrance from 
the door as if from the garden of my good fortune perfume 
penetrated my brain#
IQ. V at quoth hot Bo laid, "0 treasure of snored jewel*" What 
said he! Ho said* "o thou the object of tho garden of 
Paradise."
11. wCorae* ths Ooean longs for thy pearls, Cone for the stress 
of Paradise invites thy lips*"
12. "The essence of tho fountain of Hope* son of tho emperor 
; , t::o or?>a: ents of tho eternal 0 piro* PHI CE SALIH
15. This message blossomed and refreshed ray heart* just as a 
garden becomes fresh by dew and the rose by breeze.
14. I at once repaired and showed such haste as do the hands of 
the generous in giving away pearls and silver.
15. Like time I reaohed that threshold* round the sacred walls
with
of which the world enolrolee/reverent eyes.
16. My arrival and the coning out of that sngast Prince so 
coincided in that blessed sanctuary.
17. That if deeoruzQ had not restrained ate* his feet for being 
kissed would have taken pro sedan as to reach my lips.
18. When he noticed ne standing with respect* he changed his 
characteristic politeness into special kindness.
19. What oould I tell you! How extremely agreeable to ray palate 
was that well chosen new fruit of KSmlsh* the taster of 
obeisance.
20. He said nothing but I heard all he had to soy* for while 
narrating his eyes took pieoodcnce jupon his tongue*
21. The faculty of hearing plunged into the waves of KiXiSAH and
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TASMM , when his lips took their turn, after the eyes.
With a smile he said, 19In penitanoe of the great sin that thy 
name has reaohed seven dimes without my permission,
in writing, a well ohosen poem produced by thy sound mind**
m
23. I was taken abaok for I wondered what kind of qaslda ought I 
compose, in a tone which may endow with life the putrefying 
bones of the dead*
O-j* SAt-if*!
25. What a happy personality Is thine under the shelter of the
Klngvs kindness, that has taught the auspicious humi the 
bestowal of fortune*
26* Thou art the sole object like the object sought in prayer, 
and art all generosity like tho ghts in the brain of a 
benefactor*
27* If the age desired to have all its sons like thee, it would 
have become barren after having given birth to thee*
28* Thy bounty has produced such precious gifts from the sea and 
mine, that there remains little need for anyone to obtain 
pearl and silver*
29* The spring of thy benign nature has diffecjd such fragrance 
in the world that orphans scented again the perfume of 
paternal love*
/22, No sooner do thou leave this threshold tha# thou
24* I and the expression in abortive style the.
(1)
1* A legendary bird considered aa auspicious*
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50* fURFl atop thy vain talk, it is time for prayers. Raise 
thy hands to the court of the All Merciful.
31* As long as is forbidden to a son, & damsel who had stayed 
in the private chamber with his father.
32. So long the bride of the world due to the unanimous permission
from the
of all^atom to the sun, be lawful unto ' j king AKBAR and
PRINCE s a u * .
LAIIQi E while he was accompanying KHAN-KHAR AN in his expedi­
tion against JANI BEG of TATTAH. Hi.^  death at the early 
age of 36 has caused to rouse suspicions as to its causes. 
Some say he was carried away by dysCntry but most of the
FAIzI and ABTJL FAZL out of fear of rivalry caused him to be
This highly talented poet died in the year A.H«
999 / Augt A.D. 1591. The chronogram of his death was
(1)
found in the words ‘ Sj< His death occurred at
(2)
biographers allege that he had been poisoned. A$art
from the popular belief that *URFi lost his life for the 
impolitic devotion to the parson of PRINCE SALIM , it has 
bean asserted by KAHFI KHAN in his MUNTAKHBUL-LUBAB that
(3)
poisoned. Thus he writesi
1. Lub-i-Lubab, fol; under E. 1013, ff. 226.
2. Riy5z-ush-Shufr5, fol. 303a.
3. Ibid* Vol. L, p. 241.
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While it is improbable that the poet’s devotion to the erown 
prince could have earned him capital penalty, it is equally 
incredible that FAIZI and ABUL FAZL oould have been parties 
to such a heinous crime* Not only was their position at 
the imperial court too well-established to be Impaired by 
a rival but also their generous and forgiving nature towards 
other and much more formidable enemies than YURFl make it
highly unbelievable* ftie indirect and ambiguo a words In
- -(1 ) _ (2 ) 
which both BADAONI and ABUL FAZL reoord his death, how­
ever, still leave doubts and a foul play is suspected.
BAJDAONI disposes of the incident of ’UKFI’s death in but a 
few words and says* / /  ' ,
"He became so puffed up with pride and conceit that he lost
the regard of al L, and he never reached old age.”
An equally laoonio strain is adopted by ABUL FAZL when he
>eaysi "The bud of his merits withered
away before it blossomed.”




1 '  . . /  ■
. if v-">v tj>f
1. Muntakhabut-TavSrIkh, Vol. Ill, p. 286._ c.f. Miraat-ul- 
_ Alam, p. 293. /
2. Ain-i-Akbarl, Vol. I, p. 225. v
3. Amin Ahmad Rasi - Haft Iqlim (*Urfi under Shiraz)
MSS. S.O.S. Library.
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He was burled at LAHORE* According to the author of
TAZ KIRfe-1-DAOHIS TANI, a few days after the poet9a death a
- (1)
darvesh carried his remains to NAJAF* But this is
altogether incorrect for the author of the MAASIR-I-RAHIMI
a contemporary of the poet himself records that MIR SaBAR
of ASFAHAK spent considerable amount of money to have his
(2)
bones transported to RAJAF-Z-ASHRAF* This, however,
was in strange fulfilment of the poet9s own prediction
which he had uttered in the following coupleti
^  ^  ^  ^ y
- j t^v S  ’ r* ^ /-1 & jJ Vi * t • • • • * ^
The event has also been descrlbiM by MULLA RAUNAQI of
HAMDAN in the following qlta91 . ^  //
- / v^ > ** ^
1I<
To complete this life-sketoh of 9URFX, an estimate 
of his character as is evidenced from his own poetloal 
work as well as from contemporary writers is summarised below.
Almost all contemporary historians and writers 
are unanimous to declare that 9URFI was gifted with
i
1. Ibid., Riyaz-ush-Shufra, fol. 302aj also Khazana-i-fAiT:ira, 
p.,319.
JlS^ !*tftiuY-iftaMlB,pOr. 4610, fol. 291a.
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undoubted high talents; but they are equally undivided
in asserting that his vanity and conoelt made him intolerable
and his unsalable character not only prevented him from
becoming popular but earned him not a few enemies* This
_ . (1) 
fact Is mentioned by HADAGNI in the following words s
11 He was a high-minded young man of sound understand­
ing and composed poetry of all kinds well, but he became 
so puffed up with pride and conceit that he lost the regard 
of all*”
The same note is sounded by the author of the
(»)
MAASXR-X-H/JilMl when he sayst
ABUL FAZL1 a estimate of 'URWs character is very much
(3)
the same* He observest
"Self-admiration led him to vanity and made him 
speak lightly of the older classics•"
The life of the poet himself does not lack instances 
which provide testimony to these observa!ions* His rupture 
with PAIZI whose hospitality he had availed is a convincing 
proof of the former's conceit and unamiable character* The 
special privilege of having been oxempted from observing
1* Muntakhabut-Tavgplkh* Vol.ill, p. 2.^6"
8 * Ibid., Vol. Ill, p.2-^ 6 .
3* cif. Miraat-ttl-‘Alam, p. 293, and 3azam-Arai, Or. 3389, fol.
174t>.
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proper oourt etiquette at the durbar of KHAN KHAN AN ie 
another indication of such trait of character* Instances 
of the poet's vanity are not lacking in his c m  work* 
Following are the concluding verses of ^panegyric he com­
posed in praise of HAKIM ABUL FaTEH and is an example of
a)
hi* so If-pi-also *
y’^ i >
1 * * / £ 
s>s>CJy 'J»sy><‘ »0Lf<_/1 .* J I
J ^ ^ y y '  r *  - X
V i  >  X ;  «/
J J  / X X ' y j  S  y^ i  **/! {'
X  's' X ’'* ^  r f ,X J'SJ>:>
Zyyy X y >  cf i ' / * " 3
Further examples of his self-glorification and 
vaity can be noticed frost the faot that he vaunts his
(2)
superiority to ANVAR!, i<a<4anT and other great Persian poets 
This freak of character embittered is who o life* He
1* Qasaid-l-'Urfi, p* 64.
2 * Munta habut-TavarTkh, V o l * p *  3 76 
c.f. Infra, p. /£/.
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possessed, a sharp wit which not infrequently as Burned the
form of sarcasm# The following is an oft-cited instance
(1) ♦
of it#
Once he called on FAIZI and found him fondling a 
puppy, where upon he a s k © ( w h a t  the name of the
young master might be.) (j?/{Th© name is well-known) replied
FAIZI to which the SHIKAZI retorted " * (may it
be Mubarak or auspicious). The Innuendo is quite clear 
for MUBiiHAK was the name of FAZZI's father#
The poet's wit did not forsake him even on his 
death-bed# While he was in the agony of death, FAIZI with 
a few other friends went to enquire after his health# 'URFI
did not open his eyes and FAIZI fearing him to be unconscious
. X ,
asked (who are we?) The reply of the dying poet
was no less sarcastic than in the following words
i *
The bird of my soul has fiown away and needs no
hens).
III.
Owing to the peculiar hold religion has in moulding 
men's character, a general view of the poet's religious 
views as evidenced from his works will form a profitable study#
1# Muntakhabut-Tavarlkh, Vol. //f p. I S ’6*
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Unlilce his contemporary FAIZI, there is little or no contro­
versy as to the poet's religion. This was, of course,
luainly due to the fact that the whole of 'URFI'a career
■
was devoted to poetry to which province he bent all his
energies and concentration. He did not participate in
religious or political controversies of his tine and remained
entirely divorced from thorn. This, hovever, saved, him
from becoming a target of criticism at the hands of any
particular school of religious thought. Nevertheless, his
poetical work provides us with all the necessary data.
That he was not a SHI'AH is confirmed by these two facts
that lie is not inoludod amongst the Persian SKI'AH poets
by any of the biographers nor have his poetical works been
adversely criticised or provoked any protest from the SUHliZ
school in India. 'URFI escaped all criticism of the orthodox
by adopting the old conventional style of commencing his
collection of qasldas with a qasIda in praise of God and
another in praise of the Prophet Muhammad. FAIZI is believed
to have tried to make a departure from this convention but
it provoked such a storm of protest from the orthodox that
he soon had to fall into line with the rest. Bfet the force-
fulness of 'URFl's expression in both his qasldas of
and make it no more natter of formality and convention
with him. These qasldas seem to represent his genuine
beliefs. But 'URFI too, made a departure in these qasldas
106-
inaamuoh as he discarded the conventional vocabulary of 
words, metaphors and eimiliea coinonly resorted to on suoh 
oooos ions , and instead harps the theme of love and rmudM 
an elo<2uent homily on it and in this indiroot wap eulogising 
the Exalted Being. Though he is the author of a treatise 
on 3LPI-I3M, yet he did never go to the extreme length of 
identifying himself with any particular sect. ’URFI was 
no mystie except to borrow these words of Join Payne in his 
introduction to DIVAN of I1AF1Z "as every true poet is a 
mystic in the sense that he sees life and the world through 
a haze of imaginative glamour, which invests them with a 
glory of significance Invisible and incomprehensible to the 
common herd*"
likewise. As a public policy religion seemed to have held 
little charm to the poet, though his occasional observations, 
some of them quite phllicophlc reveal him to be weli-vcrsed 
in its mysteries. He impresses upon the common man that 
true faith lies between predestination and froe will, but he 
strongly depreciates all criticism coming in a controversial 
spirit. Accordingly he sayss
"Step not beyond the boundaries of ignorance or else becoaw 
a Plato. A middle course is a mirage with raging thirst."
Luckily religion left him in peace and fURFI did
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His tolerance and catholicity towards all religions is 
evidenced from his own words t ✓
”0 •URl'II live with good and wicked people in such a 
manner that Muslims may wash thee in Zamsam water and Hindus 
may burn thee*”
Hie following are some of his thought-provoking utterances 
but all the same they are utterances of a tolerant man than 
that of the uncompromising philosopher#
* )
■
I  o X 7 ?/  1
s ^ A  c r * ’^ '  !** s  csk>‘<z •yf'
*-= -%)' '— V v  o ^ *
/  &  - - ^CT iyCyJ^, O y S  
a a *a  ( s }s  <=ys<ji*]jrt o  (— ^ e
« * j / /—  ^ O n t . *   ^ i ^ ^c* i < y A A J  i*j  (j-; i > c ?  c 4 e
/ c y ^ A 0' ^ v6 ^
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XL*
Turning to his poetical and literary work we find 
so .
that it la not/voiuiiinoua aa his contonporar y FAIZI’s,
with whom he chares an equal fame in the realm of poetry*
•UttFl was the author of the hook entitled "NAFSIYXA" which
is in prose and is a dissertation on moral and religious
subjects* He also composed two masnavla in imitation of
BIZ AMI# To his maanavia which he composed aa a javab to
HXZAKX'S MAKHZAN-Z—A8RAH, he gave the title of t AJUA$ UL
ABKAR, while his FAKHAD-Y-Sill RIH he wrote in the meter of
of StlZAuii* KHIS HAY -S HIR IN * Only the foroer masnavl is
(1 )
ayallable in lithographed editions, while the rest of
his work, except his KULLlYATconsisting of qasldas and ghazals 
are still in manuscript fortw Little more than three years 
before his death he collected and consolidated together his 
qasldas, ghazals, qita's and Ruba*ia, which assured the 
formal shape of his u 1 YAT. Besides the above work, the 
poet had oonposed six thousand verses which were unfortunately
y\vj* fy
lost probably when he was attacked by x^ obbers while en route
(2) 7 
to India* He hinself laments this loss in the following
1* Kulllyat -Cawa >ur, 1880*
2. Mai khan a - p. 175, also Maas ir-i-Kah5n I, Vol. Ill, p*298*
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ghazal:
y : < & y f y
} 1 Mi 'S'O^y I 
C y & A o ? / r<A
r ' ^  w .
While lying On his death-bed t!JHFI sent the 
man us cripts of his divan to the library of 1ABDUR RAH.IK 
KHAN KUANAH with the request that it should be properly 
compiled and bound. Accordingly KHAN KHAN ATI entrusted this 
task to one &UHAMRAD QASIM, better known sc S1HAJ, who was 
himself a poet of no mean merit. The incident is recorded 
by SIKAJ himself in the fora of a qaolda, verses from which 
aro quoted belowx
< 3 ^ y < s /
(J L, < ~ ~ s o y ^ >
(J vi y^^\Le>r'
ci y y A ;  o  b  ^
<i ' y ' c A *
<jy> r ^ j  o
, <J y  /*
<£>>
( A  '?ty*yJ-'y
•v c a m a J L o  r
U *  j
) / S )• ’ yy* 4Z^ l*y SA-A* >V^
> y * % ^ '
sv s A J ' d J ’A J Z * *
J)t^-2- J* }(S }j
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(1)In the MAASIR-X-RAHIMX It is mentioned as belowi
< crv5-*
These books which have been mentioned above, complete the
list of •URFI,s work, each of which is treated at some
length below«
To his obscure and more or less tin prof it able prose
(2)
work entitled the RAFSIYYA little more remains to be added 
except that it is a collection of discourses on moral and
religious topics• As a rule, he addresses his discourses
thus i ( J W ,<T ^  « G> 7(x^c^}
discourses is <*)
One of these ^ commenced as below i
* « " « . 
f (J ^  *  G ^*j s  ( C l** *£ V •**/* )
It exists only in manuscript form with which are also
(4)
incorporated a few letters written by tURFI during hn illness*
1. Ibid., Vol. Ill, p. 298.
2. B.M.MS., Add. 16, 796, fol* 253-278.
3. Add: 16, 795, fol. 258.
4. Most of these discourses also assume the form of letters 
but they are not addressed to anyone except in the manner 
above indicated.
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One of these letters is to a friend In which he dwells at 
some length upon his serious illness from which he had then 
recovered. The following notice of this book appears in the
. .  (i)
]UULSIK*X<»RAHXMX. /  , . . .
f '
Of his two masnavis mentioned above "MAJiU^-UL-
(3)
ABK&ff has been printed in lithographed editions. It is
in imitation of NIZAMils MAK HZAN-1-ASrAr and is of no oonaiderabh
volume. It occupies a space of hardly seventy lithographed
(5)
pages, and commences with the following versest
’P*> ^  J < U. ^
✓
After a long opening poem beginning with the above verses$ 
there are the usual verses of ^  Following
- UT
are the opening verses of s
^
Vereea quoted below occur In the beginning of
1. Ibid. Vol. Ill, p. 295.
2 . Kulllyat - Qawrpur, 1880.
S. Ibid., p. 138.
4. Ibid., p. 141.
5. Ibid., p. 144.
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v'->
The poet has introduced a few aneodotea to illustrate his
theories* lhe following will reveal the style and tenor
{1) Vof this raasnavl.: -— ,• .____
S t ?  > tr^fh
I >
^ > - 3 V^. J >o) U . ^  1
, . ■*. • >* _ t •
U^, * s'JLr*y ^  C^>
** • a ^  T ?  *^ , , '  .  . *  / . y
0 ( **■>>»>* Jr Vo
^  ^ y w yA^
<__j> 0* ^ V ^ v £ . >  v>v^* ^ C > J  A  ^ ^ < 3
The following are the opening verses from his 
masnavl called ’PAiHAD-V-SHIRIK11 which he wrote in the meter 
Of NIZAMI»s K1IISSAV SHIRIN.
^  • y O S r j >
<sJj>s'~r^ A * * '  ^ riC/ <fs>'y( J > S  '*CT'S*
o r  /  c >
It has not been printed and exists only in manuscript fora.
all. the.. MS2 contain the aai.iP hmnhpr- nT vpr-j;
2l B.M.MS. Add. 7791 (fol. 36-46)| also Add. 16, 793, fol.206.
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Brief mention of it has been made in the ATA8 H KADAH and the
-  (1)
}<■ AJMA# -UL-FUSHA, the latter adding that his style of poetry
(obviously masnavi) is not admired by the people of his time*
<*)
The following verses are also from the same masnavit
— i) (jr^ vs-vi. \J ’/ / f A
< * * / & ) >
y ' v  ^  • / >■ , j i
yj O i -  L-. v ^ U  UUyo-Jo^* W
His Divan of whioh several lithographed editions 
exist consists of 26 qasldas, 270 ghaaais, and 700 verses 
of fragments and quatrains* The poet himself composed the
(3)
following Ruba9! whioh gives the date of its compilation!
y  r. y (_r^u
The quatrain is ingenious in so far that by adding the 
numerals of unit in the last hemistiche the sum total yields 
the number of qasldas, i*e* 26, and by adding the numerals
1* Majmaf-ul-Fusha, Vol* II, p* 24-25* 
2* Add* 7791, fol. 39.
3. Maaair-i-Rahlia!, Vol. Ill, p. 297.
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of ton we obtain the figure 270 whioh is the total number
of ghazals# Similarly to obtain the number of qitafa and
ruba’is we have only to add together all numerals of hundred
and it yield* 700* The whole of the last hemistiche taken
together gives the year of the compilation of the divan i.e.,
A.H. 996, How his divan was compiled under the patronage
of KHAN KHANAN has beeh mentioned above. Below is given a
(1)
selection from his ghazals and qasidas, y
V v >  o > L  V v  f<-> y *
j r - i f  (S) r (SJj, ) C f f f  'fA'
1 # "Where is love so that it may take us out into the wilderness 
of frenzy, so that it may exhaust and make us thirsty and then 
lead us to the banks of the river of blood*
2* I am insane through the influence of the pleasant wine of 
vain glory# Where is the minstrel so that he may bring us
back to senses by the melodies of his organ#
and
3. Pray 0 God send me to Paradiso/Alo not make me feel ashamed 
so that Hell itself may disown me because of my confession of 
sin#
1* Divan-i-fUrfi# p# 7 (margin),Cfcwnpur, 1880.
I am marching, my thoughts carry me from the tavern of the 
Magi to the Ka’aba. In fact, 1 do not know how I am being 
led there.
If I bewail 0 *Urf3: 1 I have an excuse to offer for this 
lack of wisdom and sense. I do not come to this wilderness
z
Never say that the sanctuary of KA*ABA is a better place than
(1)
the tavern| for wherever is present the splendour of the 
beloved, that place is lovely and pleasant.
It is lawful to speak of love to the BRAHMIN but in the 
snare laid down for the birds of the sanctuary this bai* is 
more appropriate.
It is all very well to toll beads and express devotion but 
during these couple of days of the festival of roses, cup and 
wine are much better.
If drinking wine in Paradise suppresses riot, it is better 
still when bowls of wine are drunk in a corner of the tavern.
1. Divan, p. 10.
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5. IT thou reoognisest the responsibility of friendship, the
first phase of thy love will be better than the love of the
moth for the candle-light*
6 * In a oompnny where regard and deoorum do not exist, there
is no grace or bounty* Do not go that way for the company
of a stranger is better than that*
7* Cry not 0 :UTfit unnecessarily and thus give out the secrets 
of thy heartj for a fable is better than ineffective laments-
OGod I have come at Shy door of forgiveness in hope of finding 
a shelter* From head to foot im ersed in sin 1 have come 
before Thee. Out of Thy bounty endow me with sight for in 
my extreme earnestness, 1 have come blind in the hope of
Tomorrow when the workers of every craft shall be summoned,
Y/hen the good deeds of SHAIKH and BRAHMIN shall be investigated, 
There shall be taken from thee not a grain that thou hast reaped, 
But for every seed that thou hath not sown, a harvest shall be 
demanded*
The following stray verses are also his*
being gifted with sight*
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How shall I endure my desire for the beloved for by the law of
love*
A mere glanoe Is disrespeot and a thought of the beloved Is
derogatory to her*
To pine for the arrival of fresh spring Is through narrowness of
our own minds.
For there are hundreds of pleasures on the heap of rubbish In the 
dust-bln whioh are not met with In a rose-garden*
., ^  <f-V '•()’'*
v -r  '
In our heart grief of this world is transformed into the grief
for the beloved,
Even if the wine were not matured, our flask can easily make
it strong*
«* m m
Besides qasldas In praise of Prlnoe Salim and HAKIM 
ABUL FATEH verses from whioh have been quoted above, the following
- U>
are considered to be among his best qasldas*
— — ' iJ —
U  ’o  /r j '
err* ^
\ f / ? ■ & > / *
P> *  }o  '  ’ < i/C  ^ 2 ^  fy s t*  o / 'p
(1) Kulllyat, p*2* Gawnpur 1880
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t-**  ^ y-> > «
P ° ^ > ( 0 ^  ] c s /  * > f? p
)(_JkJ> {— /Z / ' .  < -> /p  ^ (S 'P  
p *  cj'jfu,u'p' ^  u i V y  f
^  U)(j Ki.yf2£
P 9 U ’ o ’J^'l> o
r * 0  ( J J* Oj-»I 
p °  o ^ p * p / y ^ j f 7 l  
7->* ) ^ ) c j b rJ ^ \ > ^ r > f . y j ( P j r
l~lP l>J ) ( j f j ^ 'J L > ) ^ ’ ) f J ) *ap j
)jj Xj'Pj&jy*?  ^ y c J » y
p >  i^ . )
,> u  i u  (P's^r r r ^
t f f s
O'-- ?s)>)2 >'<£•
P ^ \ » )(J ^  r~ (*s>  * ^ 2 )  j—*JJ
^5y <_> Co j /j L* I-*—
& < ' »  * P s Z > s A  
{ J o P  ill 
^ % £ ' \ ) ir*/(L f<JY ‘.OJ<pi>'? W*
</^. y
v Ij &  !> IpffSut'cj (/f^ )
J r ^ z ’^ & p ' s S j y
o P / p  &*r 6/
<_»> Uj
1* 0 Thou who hast flung the commodity of love In the market
of life* The Jewel of every gain Thou hast put In the pooket 
of loss*
2* The lustre of wonder on the night of apprehending Thy
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attributes, baa thrown down many an ausploloua bird of wisdom 
from its nest*
5. The arrow that knowledge aimed with unfailing aoeuraoy to 
hit the target, hardly had it been dlaeharged from the bow,
that It took Its abode in the eya of bewilderment*
4* Thou aa a proof of Thy eternal existence hast laid In the 
nature of the garden of the world* the foundations of mixing 
the colour to (show Inconsistency) from the autumn*
6. Thou has oast the rapidity of thought Into the skirt of the
dart and hast placed the habit of stretching In the pocket
bow.
6* In the gardens of lore every step has spread a re-1 oarpet 
from the breeses of blandishment like KARBALA*
7* The bird of one's nature had hardly stretohed its wings to
soar In the region of sin, that Thy forgiveness let the falcon 
of Thy raeroy pounce upon It*
8* One brought up under the shadow of Thy love* under the sun
of resurrection will find himself on a carpet of velvet under a
canopy*
8* 1 have brought a morsel for Thy love from the marrow of my
life* since that phoenix (of Thy love) has oast Its shadow over 
these bones*
10* 0 Thou Who hast given ourrenoy to humiliation in the market
of love* hast east down honour and dignity from their sublime 
heights*
11* Wherever Thou hast given general permission to Thy love to
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produce its effects. Thou hast rendered the comfort-spreading 
pleasures Impotent*
12* How can I get over this feeling of remorse that my heart 
has thrown in the pool of blood the brides of Thy love pulling 
them by their locks*
13* I boast of Thy bounty for everyone who has set his foot
on Thy path, has brought hla heart In his hand and has removed 
the barrier of life from amidst It*
14* For the eternal hunter, He has thrown the prey of the heart 
In the noose of the sweet-smelling looks(of the beautiful one). 
15* He has made the garment of humility possess a long skirt 
from divine knowledge and has put emptiness In the pocket of 
subtle wisdom*
16* Of that morsel whioh I put Into the palate of my heart 
from the table of love hell took a particle and put It in Its 
own mouth*
17* Religion enjoins upon me to observe silence, while love
urges me to speak aloud that Thou too hast ridden In the path
of love*
18* Who else oan get the boon of Thy union since despite all 
confidence even the first essenoe has let hla banner fall to the 
threshold •
19* I am proud of the amazement caused by Thy beauty since In 
the assembly of union with Thee, the cup of the water of life 
slipped from the hand of my soul*
20* The praise of Thy skill, that flows from the lips of every
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atom, has thrown the faulty • peach In tha apartment of stanaerlig. 
21. Ho* oan 1 open ay lips la Sty praise, since the lightening 
of ay Inslgniflosses has set ablaze the house and property of 
ay loglet
22■ who aa II The aroher of decorum has hurlod down from the 
heights of discourse the supreme wisdom's bird of Thy attributes* 
23. I aa captivated by the taste of »UR?T that from the song of 
Thy unity, he has given the relish of fame to the palate of the 
world*
His qaslda in praise of the Prophet beginning with
(1) 3  /the verse i , , . . \ i, .—'1 .\ > ■ >
T I  (*)and the QASIDA-MKASHUI.MXA whioh ooamenoes with the verse t
& r / '✓ '  
are among his masterpieces*
V.
At this stage, the post's work oan be confidently 
ezaalned with a view to fora an appreciation of hla merits 
In particular branches of poetry.
As la clear from his work, the poet practised the
following throe branche^of Persian poetry - aaenaVl, ghasal
(1) Kulllyat - p.180, Cavnpur, 18 1
(2) Ibid, p*87.
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and qasida. The poet himself has put forward claims In 
no modest terms of his own excellence in different branches 
of poetry and not a few of his poems vaunt of his superiority 
to all the acknowledge! past masters of the art. Thus he
But for a dispassionate study 6f the poet we have to look 
elsewhere than swallow the pills offered by him. Because 
of ,URFI,s extreme popularity as a poet, criticism of his 
literary work demands exceptional carefulness and candour* 
The poet has been denied justice at the hands of critics 
who on account of his unamiable character take him severely 
to task. On the other hand at a latter date the poet found 
biographers who indulged in his personal praises so over­
whelmingly as to cast his true poetic genius into the shade.
Luckily the poet’s work was not to end with it, for in both
mm
the masnavls there is hardly anything whioh would have done 





Mention has already been made of his two masnavls.
1. Maasir-i-RahXml, Vol. Ill, p. 292.
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he achieved in qasIda-writing, his masnavls are a singular
failure. The only consolation seems to he that the poet 
must have composed them only in compliance with the traditional 
convention whioh expected all great poets to write a khamsa 
as a Javato to the classic work of their predecessors* The 
tone of his masnavls is monotonous and the anecdotes are 
unimpressive* Here and there the poet succeeds in introduc­
ing original combinations of words and metaphors but none 
too brilliant* The poet must himself have realised that 
his sphere to display his poetic genius laid elsewhere than 
in masnavls* This is explained also by the fact that neither
T (1)of his masnavls is too long* A contemporary estimate of 
his masnavls is best described in the following verses
Even SHXBLl who is an ardent admirer of 9URFI and speaks of
him in terms quite unusually enthusiastic had to confess that
(2)
there are traces of at least immaturity in hie masnavls*
(Haft Iqllm)
2* Shi9r-ul-9AJam, Vol* III, p# 98*
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It was perhaps due to the fact that fURPIfs temper ament was 
un suited to the calm and philosophio tone to be adopted in 
maanavi. Though his youthful vigour finds eloquent 
expression in his qasida and ghazal, yet his masnavi is feeble 
and awkward in narrative to a degree almost betraying lack 
of interest and consequently of concentration on the subject. 
The lack of enthusiasm oar be explained away to a degree by 
the fact that the spirit which animated him to imitate old 
masters belonged to a past age and did no longer possess 
enough driving force to inspire the poet. Moreover, ,URFIfs 
masnavls had to suffer a natural death, as it were, when 
comparison had to be drawn with similar works of the old 
masters who had said the last word in this branch of Persian 
poetry. besides even the imitators had carried this art to 
such an extreme perfection in the direction of technical 
excellence that little had been left for fTJRFI to improve upon. 
Lastly this special branch of Persian poetry had become so 
conventional and academic that it was scarcely suited to a 
poet who wps destined to usher in a now era, the very essence 
of which laid in their discontinuation. All avenues of 
further advance and incursions in this direction had been 
fully exploited and little more had remained to be achieved.
It was high time to call a halt but a genius was needed to 
do it# It fell to the lot of no less important poets than
PAIZI and «URFI. But such a genius *URFI displayed in 
branches of Persian poetroy other than masnavi which he
definitely seemed to have abandoned.
In his following couplet, he declares ghasal to be 
his sphere, but it is chiefly for his qasida that he is
"Qasida ia the composition of people who have greed as their
order than his masnavi. His ghazals possess all the 
essentials of a love poem. Though he does not share the
we
fortune of HAFIZ, yet he too revels into the ecstasies of
love with an equal fervour. His ghasals display the
ardour and passion of love and reveal the poetfs vivacity
of temperament. Unlike PAIZl and HlFIZ his ghazals are not
overcharged with philosophic ideas and it is very rare that
any deeper significance than is self evid nt can be attached
to words. Some of his best ghazals rise to the highest
level and form an int|£^sting oompari§°^ With HAFIZ, e.g. 
the following ghazals
1. Divan-i-Hafis, p. 8 ; Teheran, A.H. 1506 and Divan-i-’UrfI,
famous
profession, 0, ,URPI Thou art fron the tribe of love. Thy 
recitation is ghaz&i.*
His ghazal decidedly of a better arid higher
p. 6.
/t/w> yj> /-Q> 'V' (~*<~*/°/'/’-’ )
^  \ /  p \s ' ' s
x f o ^
U  *--^P  O u  ^«£: }ry??>* '<£^/' j^ .'" ^  qjuj/a)^
Xj1 I S^yjja/J r* Z '* pJj'cr / ,J ■> *0'*'-*^ '
r-~*“"—f % /  *■ * -*/■ J  ^’
x/^>^cr \_>-r.; t- y ^ >  {s*
V  \  -> /
' x / Z c ^ y . ,  I)<> ^ 0 ^  c
\fjL>j>%Z~ I 'SAf.Cr > r£>
u  z z * 7 z T ^ y ' i ' A /  *  ~'JZ  0
1/  C l 4 ^ )  ^  ^ C r A s f A
W'-^UZ<-Z; yK-^/O?>J 3 •*(A*S*
' I r C y r Z Z f / y *  ^ > 2
The following ghazal of 'URFI expresses nost lucidly and 
with an oqual if not more ironic suggestion than several
U>
of HAFIZ's ghasaia on the subject1
1. Divan-i-*UrfIf p. 54
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ytJV* tT r* 'C h u r's * 
t I s'
X > W y * i - < = =  r*^C>U-
' j J j  X r p P  f^* ^
cr £-' ;
I J « ' y
^TjaP'^ Lfj^ rfr* (jT'f* U#t 
r !*'pjr^  <A> r-^  ^
***** J 
zt> ^ > j y '
; ,^ i
I A
s C s ^ ( S r  U
y t p }' P ~
As can be seen, his ghazale are radiant, fervent and musical. 
Not Infrequently the forooful expression of his ghazals 
rouaes onej and often they exercise a peculiar hold on the 
mind. Turning attention to the literary excellence of his 
ghazals, one is impressed by the richness of the vocabulary# 
Most of the metaphors employed are original though sometimes 
strange, e.g. % r
\
•IfKFI was a romantic young poet, and to a naturally receptive 
mind like his the consuming passion of love was too well 
suited. The frantic lover in fXJRFI can rot be better 
illustrated than quote some of his own verses on the subjeot. 
These expression?do not only give us a clue to the poetfs mind 
but provide an interesting study of the intricacies of love, 
the different phases and situations oreated by the poet*s 
fancy involving expressions of blandishment and passionate
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amatory to pangs and suffering of privation:
i >'yy
ti- Is ^ O 3,
O  ) s <J>- Sss'fjpO S  * >■ *  _
£.**(]> p  / l/ P zkj'(Jy~(5
^P(J^-)Y{ ' r p A  *pr>7 ~
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As has been stated above ,URFlfs fame chiefly 
r^ ests on qaslda to which we now revert. It is in this 
branch of poetry that we see the real fUKFXf fURFX the 
romanticist, and the innovator. He is seen at his best 
and in truest colours in his remarkable qasidas. I purposely 
call fUhFI the romanticist for he with ills con temporary
so
FaIZI was one of the earliest who revolted against pseudo -
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classicism which was prevalent immediately before their time. 
The style both of pros© and pootry was notoriously classic 
in ideal and was at once conventional, academic and pedantic. 
•UKFI smashed the ourrent cannons of verse composition and
made a complete departure. He disobeyed the ancient unwritten
%
law to imitate and follow the old masters in their footsteps* 
He no longer felt bound to conform to the rules of this 
•artificial1 school. The artificiality and conventionality 
of the old school had made Persian poetry almost sterile.
•UliJPTt urged a return to simplicity. Thus he Imported into 
poetry a freshness not only of subject and feeling but also 
of treatment. His originality and freshness was not confined 
to new ideas alone but was also palpable in new combination 
of words and phrases, metaphors and slmilies and tone and 
sentiment. Though It was a return to express simply and 
naturally yet ,TJKFIfs romantioism differed from identical 
movements in other literat\ires. TJnlike other similar move­
ments, it did not entail a return to the quaint and unfamiliar 
and did not at all tend to the merely crude and grotesque.
In •TJHFIfd romanticism the interesting, the picturesque and 
the romantic was not to be emphasised at the expense of 
correctness and elegance. The style introduced by him was 
to be the vehicle of pathos and profound emotion* but at the 
same time free from the ©umberous technique and conventions
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of the artificial aohool that preceded him. The perfection 
of hie style lay in perfect simplicity. It was a pure style 
Inasmuch as he had rigorously pruned away much tentative 
effusion and superfluous so characteristic of the style of 
his immediate predecessors. His forceful diction And 
eloquence fortified his style still further, for he introduced 
a new spirit to support and reform the shadowy body of a 
subject previously so little charged with tangible significance.
His style was aslo marked, (to borrow SHIBbIts words) ffor
(1)continuity and oongruity of topics.9 bis qasldas are
oharaoterlstic of this style. They are of a far greater 
interest than his ghazals because in them he allows fcur 
freer scope to his sublime artistic originality. In qaslda 
he shows a thorough and easy mastery of beautiful flow of 
words. His simple foroe of originality in style and spirit 
distinguishes his qaslda from all spurious attempts ajr 
artificialities the poet once exhibited in his masnavl verse.
It is within the limits of this his more characteristic work, 
i.e. his qaslda, that we must look for the credentials of 
hi# fame. They embody all the salient and distinguished 
notes of his style. They are brilliant, harmonious and 
graceful. The foroe and profound subtlety of his diction 
and the absolute expression in a simple and natural manner
1. 8hi,r-ul-,Ajam, Vol. Ill, p. 107.
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are the main d latino tire gift a which give him a high rank
mind embellishes his verse with the use of original and new 
figures of speech. His qaaldaa are Impressive also beoauae 
of their superb form*
is a fact only a few acnleve and than which there is no surer 
or stronger sign of original genius. 9URFI not only possessed
this but was also gifted with the faculty of assimilation as 
distinguished from imitation. In qaslda writing he followed 
to some extent AWVAKI, KHAQAflj and ZAHIR whose meter and rhyme 
he adopted. The following provide a few examples.
In imitation of AHYARX's qaslda beginning v/ith the verse*
' The influence of these poets was not quite inapprec­
iable on the style of 'UhFX. He had studied the work of 
these masters and though he tried to imitate their), yet he
beside AHYARZ, KHAQANI and ZAHIR FARYABI• The poet1a creative
Introduction of anything now and fresh in poetry
o f  ]
fUKFI wrote the following qaslda
a . v* j
the style of KHAQAKIfs qasida beginning with*In
•UKFf wrof^ e*
* 0 m
As a Javab to ZaHIR9s qaslda commencingt
'UhFI composed:
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soon realised he had little to borrow from them. Their 
similies and metaphors appeared too stereotyped to him whioh he 
no longer desired to incorporate In his own qasidas. He 
therefore, developed hia own style, salient features of whioh 
have been mentioned above. Though there is hardly any 
direct imitation or adaptation of these poets, yet the lesa>ns 
learnt at this school of great masters could not fail to 
leave traces upon the diciples work* Their influence 
animated a general elevating and quickening of the pupil*s 
work. Their influence resulted in redistilling the noble 
style of the poet* .
It is now beyond doubt that this talented poet 
who died at such an early age was a genius. Not only did he 
himself produce verse of absolutely the first order, but he 
leavened the minds of other poets who copied him and acknow­
ledged him as their master. The influence he exercised over 
poets of his own age as well as those who came long after him 
not in India alone b$t also in Persia and Turkey, entitle 
him most properly to be classed with the greatest minstrels 
of Persian poetry. His unrivalled qasidas formed qfcodel 
for a host of subsequent writers who imitated him alike in 
the matter and manner of his work. Mr jribb in his
History of the Ottoman Poetry, estimates fUHFXts Influence
(1)
on Turkish poetry in the following words*
1. Ibid., Vol. Ill, pp. 247-48.
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*The efforosccnoo of the qaslda was no doubt in 
gr^at part due to the influence of fUHFI of SHIRAZ, the 
moat Illustrious Persian poet of the day. He was soon 
recognised as a master by the contemporary Persian poets, 
and as a matter of co rse, his works were forthwith studied 
and imitated in Turkey. ills influence together with that of 
the Indian FAIZX, who however effected more by philosophic 
tone of his writings then by his style, form the most pet set 
foreign elements in moulding the Ottoman poetry of this 
period, when the supremacy of 1 Al#I 3HER, JAMl and the eaflier 
masters had almost entirely passed away.•
An appreciation of 9URFl*s work will be incomplete 
without adding a flew words about another branch of poetry,
i.e. ^  or satire whioh he practised though, no doubt, to 
an extremely limited extent. It is difficult to agree with 
my cor patriot and most orinent critic 3HXELX when he observes 
« . t  M .  — u M  *n r r.r
pollute his tocgae by indulging in satirising.” There is 
enough evidence in the work of the poet himself that discredits 
such a view. Of the poets1 witticism which not infrequently 
degenerated into sarcasm examples have been cited above. But 
in his poetical work, too, we become aware of a latent strain 
of irony in the poet’s temper which at ti. es br aka cut in
WMnMWMMSSISSSHMMWMnMN*' ' ^ n f r r i r W I —i —m f f f T T ——n r r t ^ r - ^ - " — 1—‘r r r e w — r m t r o i r w r  ~~— i t y  m i tmrnmmmmmmm»u— ■> ~ i i.m .  ■ mm — — w —
1. Shi'r-ul-*Aj«in, Vol. XXI, p. 95.
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sharp sarcasm and satire* The following quatrain is a satire
- 1 CM
on a shawl sent to him by ZaHDKI*
♦URFl wrote yet another satirical poem on a horse given to 
him by the emperor AK3AR. Some verses from it are given
The following verses *URFI wrote during an illness which
"My body has fallen in this predicament and my eloquent 
friends stand like pulpit around my bed and pillow*
One pats his beard and bends his neck saying, "o soul of 
thy father, with whom did fortune ever abide?"
1* Addt 16, 793, fol* 278* (In the appendix to his divan)
2. Add: 7791, fol. 105. (Kulllyat-l-*UrfI)




reveal his style of biting satire:
Cf"/3 j
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Another with soft and sad s pee oh begins drawing his sleeves 
aorods his eyes full of tears*
110 my life, all have this road by whioh they r ust departj
we aro all travellers on the road and tlrre bears forward the 
riders•"
Another one embellishing his speech with smooth words, says, 
"01 thou whose death is the date of the revolution of news*" 
May God mighty and glorious give me health again, and thou 
shall see what wrath I pour on the heads of these miserable 
hypocrites*"
It is true that the poet successfully exerolsed 
restraint over himself and refrained from indulging in employ­
ing an undignified language at sueh occasions* While to his
credit bis early education and good breeding of which he was
so proud stood him in good stead we cannot overlook the fact 
of tho poot*s unfortunate death at an early age* Given a 
long age the result and developement in this branch of poetry 
might have been different*
To conclude this literary appreciation of •TOFl,s 
poetical work, the following verses are quoted to illustrate 
some of the distinctive features of his style* Examples of 
foroefulness and diction involving dignity, arrangement and 
appropriateness of words, elegance of style and flow of ideas*
• 136-
Examples of his innovations i*e*, introduction of original 
combinations of words and metaphors*
C^c"y r - I— » ^
p y1 v*'-y-k>^ ” cj''
s  r  ~  s yiifcj>r>‘6 ^ Y  ' & r
^  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  O ^ / p ^ y ; -
Illustrations of his novelty of expressions




It will not be without interest to complete the
monograph on fURPl with an estimate of his poetlo genius
as understood by some of his oontemporaries as well as by
eminent critics and writers of later times. FAIzl, the
poet laureate of fURFl,e time has a high praise for the
(1)
poet• He obs ervest
1. ii.M.MS., Egerton, 695, fol* 175a*
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W,URFI of SiiXIiAZ who in loftiness of thought, in forcefulness,
in invention of meaning and sweetness of words and quickness
of thought and minuteness of observation iB (unique) I, the
indigent have neither seen nor heard anyone like him."
BAD~ONl gives us an idea of the popular recognition




" fUHFI and Si*NAI have wonderful fortune with their
poetry* There is no street nor market where booksellers do
not stand by the road side holding the divan of these two
poets* And the 'IRAQIS and the INDIANS buy them as a token
of blessinga*"
Still further proof of *URFl*s popularity is
contained in the following words of the author of the MAASIR-
(2)
I-rahTmI*
y lj(j (J **,Ol
y y >  ) u*>
1* Muntakhabut-TavarIkh, Vol. Ill, p* 285* knd Khairul-Bayan,
fol. 281a.
2* Ibid., Vol. Ill, p. 293*
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K  A* O  ( f  t^ fi
Iqbal, the greatest living bilingual poet of India pays a 
warm tribute to the memory of fURFl in a full page poem
in his well-known book BANO-I-DIRA whioh is reproduced
(1)below, ,URFi is greatly appreciated in India and is still
extremely popular and widely read.  ^ ^
(J w  d y^rt.cs?cfsJ*) ^  ^
cj c y  uv- K _ > )o**^
0  ^ j < _ 2 j f a C = £ r /v-t!) \£\ }[
6
0  }/<tSk> X ^ r ;  1V>c>yfv
5 fa/*?' t*(y*
)o j£ ' ;
<J i / ^ a ^  A_o ;  ’J f f ' J J  / ( o ' f - d ’i^ O \




1, Ibid,, p, 268; Lahore 1926
NAZIRI OP HfSHAPUR
MAULANA MUHAMMAD HUSAIN was the full name of the poet
better known by hie TAKHALLUS as NAZ& I. Accounts of the early 
life of this poet are meagre and inadequate* This much, however 
la known that he spent the early years of his life In literary 
pursuits In his native town, where he carried on the business of 
a goldsmith alsoe He exhibited his poetloal talents while he 
was quite a young man and practised the composition of verse*
Love of travel and a desire to visit places abroad, made him quit 
his home at the death of his father and temporarily reside at 
KA8HAN. Here, he availed himself of the opportunity of Joining 
in poetloal contests with leading contemporary poets of Persia* 
Among those poets of note with whom NAZIRI entered Into such
as we
poetloal contests were his contemporaries HlTIM of KASHAN, FAHMI, 
MAQStfo, SHUJJC1 and RAZaI. At these poetloal contests NAZIRI 
not only equalled, but many a time excelled, his rivals*
reproduced below is reminiscent of the poet's contests at KASJ2AH* 
It was composed on the basis of a popular hemlstiche* It runs 1
According to the author of the MAASIR-I-RAHIMI, the ghasal
(1) Ibid, Vol.Ill, p. 115.
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1. The heavens are hirelings of your wishes and honour whom* 
ewer you desire*
2 * As far as I oan help, I do not hurt any heart for fear lest 
you might have an abode there*
3# If only a thorn pricks your foot the very marrow of my bones 
becomes sore*
4* There is tumult in the wine of commotion which must be 
due to your excitement promoting looks*
5* The rival who trifles with wisdom has to lament your wrath 
by orying*
6 * There is no end to the long roll of that heart whose dis­
course is its yearning for you.
7* No regrets are cherished by that palace of breast whose path 
is for your recreation.
From that dust grow flowers of a hundred colours in whioh
m 140
exists the cheerfulness of your water of immortality*
9. Whoever rises first from sleep early in the morning is 
a rival of your wine-drinker.
10* 0 KAzIkiI Seek life in your broken heart so that your 
pain may become your remedy*
Having made a name for himself at KASHAN as a poet 
of some merits he went to India to benefit by the patronage of 
some great lover of poetry* The author of the MAASIR-X-RAHIMI*a 
account of NA£IRXvs migration to India is in the following wordst
In fact, NAZIRI, like several other poets of his day had found 
the liberal patronage of poets extended to them in India by the 
Mughal court and by the KHAR KHANAN irresistible* His love for 
travel combined with the rosy prospects of fortune that it had ii 
store for hlm# served a great incentive to attract the poet to 
India* Consequently about the year A*H*991, he left kXshSn for 
India where he entered the service of the KHAN KHANAN* Once 
in the favour of his patron NAZIRI soon became a rloh man* The
poet benefited by the bounty of the KHAN KHANAN who on several
(1)
occasions lavishly rewarded him* The following la one of
1. Atash Kadah, p. 146.
several instances of its kind* One day NAZIRI out of ourloalty 
aake ' the KHAN KHANAN what the bulk of a lac of rupees might be* 
The latter Immediately orderei a pile of gold of that amount to
gratification at the faot that for onoe in his life, thanks to 
the generosity of his patron, he had seen so much wealth* At 
this the KHAN KHANAN with his usual gesture of munlfloenoe gars
- -U)
the whole amount to NA^IRI* On several other occasions too he 
was generously rewarded by his patron* The fact is very well 
describe! by RASMl, a contemporary poet of NA£IKZ, in the 
following lines of the panagyrlo he composed in praise of the
After a period of little more than four years9 stay 
in India, the poet was introduced to the oourt of emperor Akbar 
about the year A*H*996« It was on the oocaslon of the birth 
of a prince in the royal family that NAZIKI made his debut at
(1) Khazana-i-9Amira (Ohulam 9All Azad) p*437* Gawnpur, 1900 
also Ruzl-l«"Raushan, p*709f Bhopal 1880*
be placed before NAZfRI who thanked the nobleman, expressing
-  J 2 )
KHffN KHANAN*
v_
(2) Maisir-i-Rahimi, vol*llif p*116*
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(1)
the imperial court* He composed several qasidas in praise of
the emperor, but except for occasional usual gifts he did not
succeed in gaining muoh favour with the emperor* The following
verses which occur in one of his qasidas in praise of Akbar
indicate that he had rivals who made it difficult for the poet
<*)
to establish his position at the court t
L , \x>) ( J •
ilL- /r f '  ^ u j
The poet, however, had realised the futility of any efforts to
seek favour at the imperial court* He found himself neglected 
and his genius unappreciated* He therefore ceased attending thi 
imperial court, once again mainly relying upon the bounty of the 
KHAN KHANAN*
lie remained in the service of this nobleman till
A• H* 1002, when he sought leave from him with a desire to proceed
to Mecca on a pilgrimage* He wrote a beautiful qaslda on this 
occasion, eulogising the KHAN KHANAN; and at the conclusion of 
which he solicited a sufficient sum to cover all his expenses*
(1) KullIyat-i«*NaaIr£, p*5l7, Lucknow, 1874*
(2) Kulliyat-l-Nasiri, p*3l7, Lucknow*1874*
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(1)
The request was granted* The qaslda oommenoes with the verse «
and the verses whioh alluded to the grant of allowance, are s
erroneous in his chronological data when he records the year of 
NAZIRI's pilgrimage to Mecca, as A.H.1012* There is strong 
Internal evidence from the poet9a own DfVAN which discredits this 
date* It is known that KHAN-I~A9ZAM MIRZl 9 AZIZ KUKA the 
step-brother of emperor AKBAR, sailed for Mecca by the same boat 
as NAZIrI* Further at Mecca the poet had been plundered by the 
BED0IN3 who had deprived him of all means to return to India and 
HAzIrI would have been left stranded and destitite but for the 
timely help of KHAN-I-A9ZAM• The poet composed a qaslda in his
praise and narrated his own pitiful tale* Through the generous.
help of the nobleman, NAzIrI was assured a safe return to India* 
KHAN-I-A1ZAM performed his pilgrimage in the year A*H*l002*
• '  i
( J ^ o  )> V j j  / (Jj
(j ^ SsIa* r'yij
‘I  > / r * (*->
\ - -  ' / * ' s \
The author of the MAASIR-I-RAHIMI is obviously
few verses fronj that qaslda t
° ^  rf'r'
(2)
(1) Kull£y*t-i-NazirI, p.323, Luoknov, 1874.
(2 ) Kulliyat, p.325 o.f. the following i
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Again there le little or no doubt as to the faot that
(*>
the death of PRINCE MURlD ooourred in the year A*H. 1007 when 
NAZfRf wrote hia famous elegy. While the prince was alive, the
poet mentions that it was written after the poet's return from 
Mecca which must have been before A*H.l007, the date of the
After his return from Meoca, the poet attached himself
The first time the poet was introduced to the prince was when 
the latter was in the Deccan* An interesting account of the
wherein he describes how he was so much confused at the sight 
and glamour of the prince's court that he completely forgot to 
perform acts of obeisance before the prince* When he was 
reprimanded for his misbehaviour by the courtiers, he excused 
himself in a most poetio manner* Below are the poet's own
poet had composed a qaslda in his praise and in its title the
(2)
prince’s death. It reads i
to PRIHCE MURAD in whose praise, he oomposed several qasidas*
poet's extreme nervousness is given in one of his own qasidas
(3) 
words i




NAZIR I was greatly moved at the death in A.H*1007 of 
the prince whom he laments most pathetloally in his famous 
elegy beginning with the verse t
of PRIHCE MURAD the poet became something of a recluse, adopting 
and leading a religious life and settle 1 at AHMADABAD OUJARlT.
It was from this seclusion and retirement that the poet went
to the imperial court again in response to the summons of the/ 
JSHANOIR who had ascended the throne after the death of his 
father in A.H.1014* In the 5th year of hia reign corresponding 
to A. H*1019, the emperor JEHANOIR invited NAZIRI to his oourt, 
when the latter presented a qaslda to the new emperor* The 
qaslda was composed after the style and manner of ANVARI and 
the poet was richly rewarded* In his memoirs, the emperor 
JEHSngIr himself records it in the following words :
an audience with the emperor for the latter was on his hunting 
expedition* This has given SHIBLl reason to criticise the 
poet whom he accuses of a greedy nature* However, the poet was 
more fortunate with JEHAHOfR than he had ever been with the late
After his return from Mecca and soon after the death
emperor
It took the poet three months before he could have
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emperor* HASfRI received rewards from the new imperial master
on more occasions than one* JEHANG IK once desired him to
compose a suitable inscription for a palace which was then in
process of being constructed; the poet recited extempore the
(1)
ode of whioh the following are a few verses t
1 V  * . *
CTGJf
/ ‘W . V
^  or ) P>L> » j
)sO’^ j > 6 p}y c.-y«/j
IsO ^ s )  k£* y ' C?^T
> O  r* ^ C)X> •/ ^ t#/*
The emperor was so pleased at this that he granted the poet
(2 )
three thousand acres of land*
The poet spent the latter/of his life in retirement 
and devoted himself to religious studies* After his visit to 
Mecca, he had beoome so much fascinated with the study of 
theology that he started to leaxm Arabic from SHAIKH GHAUSI 
of MAND0 whom he had previously met* After completing his studj 
of the Arabic language he spent considerable time in learning
the traditions of the prophet of Islam and Muslim jurisprudence
.(3)
under KANLANA HUSAIN JAUHARI.
■arnr
(I) JB^aiK-i-^flmmtra, p.437.
(3) Sham *-I-Anj uman. Bhopal, 1876, p.483, and Rus-i-Ru«han, p.7C
In A.H. 1020, he proceeded to AGRA from AHMADABAD where
he had resided ever since his return from Mecca* There for the 
last time he met his patron the KHffN KHhNJTn M  whose library he 
deposited a fair copy of his divan* He returned to AHMADABAD 
where his death occurred according to most biographers in 
A*H*1021, but the author of the MAtdlR-I-RAHIMi records it in 
1023* Other Incorrect dates of his death given are 1023 by 
Ousley and the author of the Saflnah and 1019 by the author of 
TABAQAT-I-SHAH-JEHANI• He was buried in the compound of a
(1J
Mosque he had erected not far from his house* The date of 
his death has been found in the following words i
(2) (A.H.) 1021 • 0
(A.H. ) 1021 s
(3) (A.H.) 1021 s
The poet practised qaslda and ghazal forms of Persian 
poetry, and has left a DIVXn as his only poetical work* He Is 
also believed to have composed counter replies to the odes of 
MALIK v Qinvfi and A^HfjRf whose poetical works he received at 
AHMADABADj but they are untraoeable and the poet himself has 
made no mention of suoh work* The DlVKW which exists in litho­
graphed editions, contains about 8,000 couplets in all and 
comprises qasidas, TarkfbBand^qltata besides ghasals and




rubais* The qasides bear explanatory titles showing for whom 
and on what oooaslon the several pieoes were composed. Most 
of the qasldas are addressed to the KHAN KHANAN but still there 
are several in praise of the emperora AKBAR and JEH&NQIR, PRINCE 
MURAD, NAURANG KHAN, KHAN SzAM KUKA and other dlgna4;oxtes of the 
court* There are also qasldas in praise of the Prophet, fALI 
and IMAM RAZA* Not a few of his poems are elegies written on 
the death of his own children and contemporary poets* There is 
also a qas Ida on
II
Biography, generally speaking, is a st dy which is 
sharply defined by two definite events, l*e* birth and death* 
Slnoe it is only in very rare oases that Persian biographers 
ever thought it necessary to record the dates either of birth 
or death of persons of whom they wrote notloes, we are invariably 
left to conjecture these. The biographers of old treated 
NAZIRI in the same way, and we are left in dark as to his year 
of birth* His year of death, though by no means certain, has 
by reasonable conjecture been placed as A.H.1021* Consequently 
owing to lack of extreme precision on this point, KAZlRI'a 
biography according to the present day standard must of necesalt: 
remain indefinite to that extent. However, except for the abovi 
omission we have a fairly complete though scattered data of all 
the salient events of the poet's life on the basis of which, a
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a portrait of the man oan be painted*
Though the poet9a life is not so tempestuous and
romantic as that of hla contemporaries fURFI and FAIZI, yet it
is equally interesting* NAZIR I is ohiefly known as a poet but
his Multifarious activities reveal him a man of many Interests
in life* Lord Byron who said, ”1 hate an author who is all
author,11 ought to have been attracted by NAZIRI, for he was at
once a goldsmith, a trader, a traveller, a mystic and a poet*
He possessed a personality the very essenoe of whioh was
constituted by variety of interest and experiences*
The poet had an extremely amiable and conciliatory
disposition* Though he was a rival of '0KFI at the court of
the KHAN KHANAN, yet he successfully maintained friendly
relations with him, despite the latter1s noted conceit* He
was gifted with high talents since from the position of a mere
goldsmith he became a rich merchant and a poet of great fame*
Love of travelling which took him to India and later to tfeooa
are doubtless signs of his adventurous mind* Notwithstanding
the Idealism which all true poets Inherently possess he
combined in himself the practical wisdom and shrewdness which
were contributions of his vocational oareer in early life*
In time he had come .to enjoy immense wealth and affluenoe from
the liberal donations he received from the KHXN KHKkKN and othex
princes and royal courtiers* His riches of which the author 
of the MdXSIR-I-RAHIMI says i y
Ss<S(J ^  O f V  r*
(1) Ibid, Vol.ill, p.117.
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could have, without doubt, lasted his whole life-time, yet his 
business instinct and practical minds mess did not let it 
interfere with his trade which he carrier on even in his 
comparative retirement•
NAZIRI stands, a striking contrast to his contemporary 
1 UR FI who was loath to sing songs of more than one patron at a 
time* No doubt NAZIRI was chiefly a panagyrist of the KHAN- 
KHANAN yet he was always too willing to be the minstrel of many 
others of his admirers* Even during his retirement he did not 
oease composing qasldas* When occasion arose he hesitated but 
little to come out of his seclusion and present his qas Ida to 
his new imperial master* It seems as if it had become a habit 
and second nature with him, for there is evidence to prove that 
monltary gain was not the primary motive of writing qasldas*
In fact he had a generous and charitable nature* The following 
two Instances should dispel any suspicion of greel that might 
be Imputed to the poet*
An obscure poet had caused confusion by adopting the 
poetioal title of NAZlRl, which, therefore rendered it necessary 
to distinguish MUHAMMAD HUSAIN as NAZIRI Of NISHAPUR. The 
latter desired that his less famous namesake should change his 
pen-name* A council of poets, however, confident of the 
generous nature of the nIshXpOr I, decided that he should purchase 
the final (Ya) for the price of ten thousand rupees* The
price was assessed to this amount since ♦ya1 represents the 
numerical value of ten* NAZlRl liberally agreed to it and
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became the undisputed NAzIrI while the other poet was too
glad to become simply NAZIR oontent with the lavish price he
(1)
had obtained for dropping the final *ya* from hie name*
According to MIRAT-UL-ALAM, he had such a charitable
nature that before his death he gave what he had to his friends
(2 )
and the poor*
Nor must this habit of singing praises be confused
with any lack of self-respect on NAzfRI*s part, for he
undoubtedly possessed it* The slightest suggestion of being 
treated lightly though by no less an eminent person than his own 
patron provoked a protest from NAZIR I* The KHAN KHANAN had 
caused a letter to be written to a poet of the name of ANISI*
an the margin of which he had added as a post-script that his
compliments be conveyed to NAZIRI also* NAZIRI did not hide 
his dlsappi’oval, for he wrote a qas Ida ventilating his grievance* 
The following few verses from it have a special bearing upon 
this incident t
Turning to other traits of character, it seems that
the poet had a tender heart which could easily be moved*
(1) Sa rkhush-Ka limit-ush-Shu fra* 0ri470, fol*127*, also 
Rdz-i-Raushan, p*708*
(2) Mir at-ul-fAlam, fol* 494a.
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It la evident from the number of elegies he wrote end the 
extreme pathos with which they are Imbued.
Ill
Though he is generally alleged to be the most religious 
of all his colleagues at the Mughal court, yet in habits he 
does not seem to be orthodox, for the fact that he smoked is 
evident from the following verses he compose! in praise of 
tobacco t
In matters of m liglon he was regarded as an orthodox,
yet his own poetical works reveal him a man possessing a varied 
outlook on religious problems* The expression of his religious 
views, as found in his poetical work, provoke various and often 
conflicting feelings, rendering it more and more possible to 
formulate a case in which HAZIRI is found clothed in the garb 
of a mystic* Some of his utteranoes, no doubt, show him a 
devout anl an orthodox Muslim yet the general trend of his 
thought expose him as a philosopher, a student of the contemplate 
ideal and a mystic* The truth of this can perhaps better be 
explained by a few Illustrations*
Of his fanatical beliefs there are but only a few 
traces* His pilgrimage to Mecoa and disapproval of the
163
heretioal ideas of ABUL FAZL form the ohief source of this 
allegation* From his personal conduct except his asceticism 
adopted later in life and a few qasldas in praise of the 
Prophet, we have, however, little evidence to support this
composed in praise of the Prophet which without doubt are most 
fervent and bespeak of a profound and unusual devotion of a
His divan, however, is replete with mystic specula-
oi
tlons and does not sustain the claim of fanaticism* In support 
NAZIRI*s rational attitude towards religion, SHIBLI has quoted
(1) Divan-i-Nasiri,
(2) Ibid, i
theory* Below are some of his verses from qasldas he had
(1)
zealot
I i ' O " " a o
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(1)
the following two veraea j
yt/
s/>) l
His philosophic utterances are an endeavour of the poet’s mind 
to escape from the rigidity and rigours of the orthodox inter­
pretation* But he does not protest against the doctrines of 
the faith in the way reactionaries do* His protest is mainly 
directed against intellectual conventionalities* He advocates 
spiritual freedom* More than once did he express himself in
(2 )
tones of the following words, which speak of his catholoclty «
His writings are religious in their intention but are 
unequivocably mystic in tone# The desire of the soul to escape 
from baneful restrictions of formalism or mere rationalim are
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(1) Shi’r-ul-’AJam, vol*illf p.157.
(2) Divan,
(3) Divan, p.251, Lucknow, 1874*
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The last two verses clearly are pantheistic in character.
Other verses expressing similar views are abundant but the
(1)
following can be quoted with advantaget
(sir jr. *-*> 1 -J C^~£=y>f^ l*
y<?rs’ >>sc)*
The poet is engaged in a spiritual quest* In this adventure
of the soul he is amazed at the wonders he comes across
but he is not bewildered cm account of them and they do not
(2)
deviate him from hie path. Thla he expresses as belowt
£ ^ Y }> & & v P t ’fr*r/  ^c^-u
O  ) jy (J*/J (J :
vJ> i^*ssJsy»ssJ?Cr*tj?(Scrv>T U>) O >
In these mystic regions he finds that the conventlorn of the
orthodox do not apply*in fact they hinder his progress. He
declares t ✓ . ^
•*v.^ 6) t s y * r**>-
These incursions into the infinite reality Inspire oonfldenoe 
in the poet’s mind and he is always hopeful. According to
each stage takes him nearer the ultimate reality. If ever
1. DIvSn, p. 263, Lucknow, 1874
2. Divan, p. 250, Lucknow, 1874
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in his extreme earnestness he begins to falter from the 
right path of pursuit, he still goes on groping and hoping
that towards the olose of his life he ohose to retire and 
practised an ascetic self emancipation from the bondage of 
sense ard faith thus transcending into that mystic region 
where renunciation is supreme* This in mysticism must be 
proceeded by another state of mind called enthusiasm, which 
is evident enough from the poet's work. The following verses 
of his are strikingly mystical in their nature.
him to read the mystery of life which deepens our senses of 
value and significance of life. Aooordlng to his verses 
quoted above it seems that to him the greatest secret of 
life was love.
His mystic tendencies are confirmed when we find
/ / ' ,  _ _
These mystical interpretations by the poet enable
-157-
IV.
Before proceeding to give an appreciation of 
HAZIRI1a literary style, it is only proper to give below 
a selection from his KULLlYAT or collection of his poetical 
work* It will serve both as an introduction as well as
(*)
baaia for^criticism. The following are a few of hia ghazalst
f ’j U* o v  > ivyg >)<->***
r»J s i  r y * '
) y V-w CJrjItk3 a£~'4?r/ '
’ -  ✓  . 1 ' 1 ^
The yearning of wandering in her lone renders me homeless*
Her charm estranges the son from the father.
The message of love turned my infidelity into faith and ray 
bolief into disbelief*
Lovo destroys the Ka* aba and builds up the temple*
The pen is under her sway and I am like a hazy figure or 
phantom.
Sometimes she keeps iqg wlso at other times she drives me 
crazy.
I scratch the wounds of ray soul with the nails of the same 
blessed hand that (at times) reaches the looks of the
1* Divan, p. 92, Lucknow, 1874.
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beautiful one*
I am he ax* t-broken at being refused and sometimes welcomed 
in society*
Happy is that oare-free fellow who spends his night in a
corner of the backyard and his day in the wilderness* 
Li ;e a sparrow which is an easy proy to the hawk, I am in 
the grips of a dear young beauty,
Who from her locks knits a net to ensnare me and from the 
mole of her cheek lays a bait*
Turn not NAzIrI out from thy assembly like strangers 
If 110 wine is left, lie will be content with dregs.
We are moths and the flame is our abode*
Our rose-garden is watered by the sparks of the flint*
The wave that rushes ashore and passes from between us 
Agitates hundreds of other waves on its way.
We havo racked enough the marrow of the brains of our friends
(1)
1* Divan, p. 9, Lucknow 1874.
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Our woeful tale embitters sleep in the eyes.
We are ants and have made ourselves oontent with sugar as 
our livelihood.
Our oaravan is trampled over on the road.
I wonder how the bud oomznunioated to the nightingale.
That seoret whloh even the wind did not hear from our tongue. 
Our foundation is fortified by our deeay,
As if our loss 0 HazIrX is our gain!
(1)
How pleasant it is for two united hearts to start conversation. 
To repeat what has been said in the past and prolong grievance. 
To sometime oast a benign look from a latent humility,
On another oocasion from wrath give a haughty look,
Or to slowly obliterate the anguish of anger from the heart 
To feign excuse at the spur of the moment and to seek oompromla 
(Even) if thou burnsth them by torture, from the tormented 
ones there will not arise aught
1. Divan, p. 259, Lucknow, 1874.
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But prayers for thy Ilf© for they have bowed their heads 
in obedience.
Thou hast taken thy abode so deep rootedly in my sweet 
soul9
That it has become impossible to distinguish thee from life.
Prom the influence of wine I have neither head nor body to 
prostrate before the idol.
How can prayers be offered with a destraoted mind and a 
distressed heart.
What has thou done to thyself 0 Nasiri that now thou 
deslreth.,to do the same to us
By God, it is incumbant upon us to keep away from thee.
of NAZlRI which he composed in imitation of a qasIda of
nizamI
(I am king of the kings of learnings, by means of excellence 
of my grace of language. The earth and the age have taken
on themselves the likeness of the sky).
Below are reproduced verses fromfoe11-known qasIda
i. J - 7 ^  -
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1* I oan soarocly contain myself In my exoellebce Ilk. the 
H g i a n  wine in the flask* Whan my Ideas ferment In me, 
they rend the clothes on my body *
2* Sis heart of the hermit and the Brahmin on account of their 
pride anguish at my propinquity for X am neither a present 
to the KS'aba nor an offering to the temple*
5. If through ambitious nature X do not possess an anchoring 
body, my courage will serve as a mast in my desire to sail*
4* 1 am the dog of the threshold, but all night I gnaw my oollar 
for the desire of hunting seises me not the Intention of 
watching*
6. X do not hold back the reins, simply because the distance is 
long) for if I do not reaoh my destination, Z shall join a 
caravan*
6.Z have become the trusted advisers of those who hasten to 
union, for X never return a boastful answer*
7* Relinquish haughtiness from your heart and disposition so
that it may put out that spark whloh cannot nestle in the ocean
8* If X am a two-sided flower, X shall depart from the rose-garden 
so that the breeze may not read the black writing from my 
book*
9* Help me by your indulgence, X am travelling the path that you 
desire* Acquaint me with acceptance X am approeehlng the 
door that Is known to you*
10* What a door it la that to kiss its threshold the heavens and
•16Oo*
the stars race and to be threshold of which it becomes the 
throne and the empyrean*
11* The door of Paradise, the sanctuary of God, the pilgrimage 
of existence, that premier house, that Jungle of foliage, 
that fruit of the world, that froth of the sea the second 
empyrean*
12* The stars, the ocean and the mines are provided by its 
beauty* It is like the ever-increasing crescent and not 
like the full moon on its decline*
15* If the moon were to dare to reside in its well, it will 
form its rays into a rope for the bucket*
14. The sacred mosque was deprived of its vestige for the Din 
because it boasted of equality with the great Ea'aba*
16* Prom under the musk coloured wrappings when it reveals
itself, it robs thousands of hearts by its hidden mlraole*
16* All the fast riders come to kiss its stirrpp so that from 
its great immorability, it may not start a swift race (with 
them)
17* For the acceptance of its pilgrimage 1 ask but only this 
favour that I may fall from the velvet carpet to its stoney 
pavement•
18* I may relate the tale of tyrannies I have suffered so that 
his sanctuary may protect me from the hardships of the world*
• 160.d. •
80* I have adopted a new mode so that through sweet-speaking
I may he able to lure a heart by beguilement*
2 1 * 1 will kindle my afflicted heart all the more ainoe the
water to old age quenches the fire of youth*
22* I cherish but only this desire from the long night of 
my life that at dawn by the aid of love I may bring 
forth the 26th note of BARBED.
23* Through the bounty of the KHSh KHaNAN I cast all the 
pearls to the waves so that the sea may not engulf my 
boat on account of its heavy weight*
24* To such excellence you have reached through your sublime
nature that the praises of the world cannot go hand in 
hand with you*
26* All the monarohs of the world take pride in youf not
to say of JAMS HA ID and KAIQUBAD for you are Incompar­
able*
26* Allow me to b u m  the pages of heavens so that its pen
• 160.e*-
may not belie itself by words of ingratitude*
27* You are regarded such an example of oonstanoy and fame
ti)
that the feame of 9Anq£ has been oast into oblivion*
28* My lord why should not we two take pride in ourselves I 
• You In your excellence and myself for the ability I 
possess, for I am Invaluable and you are unique and 
peerless •
29* Lead me to a path under your protection! for the fire 
of my ambition emits amok© from my brain and eyes all 
night*
30. Through your generosity I have enjoyed all the pleasures
and delights of this life. How wonderful it will be
if I am granted the provisions of the other world as 
well by you*
1* A fabulous bird.
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V.
This is a convenient stage to enter into a critical 
atudy of the poet** work and trace the peculiarities of hia 
style* It la at once roost fortunate and ai&iifleant that at 
a time when FAXZl and 9URFl had revolted against pseud o- 
olasaiclara in masnavl and qaalda forma of Persian poetry 
respectively9 NAZIRI should have joined them performing an 
identical role in ghasal or lyric composition and thus complete 
ing the revolution in all the chief branches of Persian poetry* 
To avoid repetition it is hardly neoesaary to reiterate in 
full here the case against the artificial school and its thor­
oughly pedantic and academic style* Suffice it to say that 
FAlzf and fURFf had successfully revolted against it and had 
heralded a new era in Persian literature which was free from 
the conventionalities of the school they replaced* They had 
founded a new style the fcey-note of which was simplicity of 
languages, loftiness of thought and the introduction into the 
vocabulary of the language new phrases and combinations of 
words as well m  new metaphors and slroiliOe*
As has already been stated, FAXZl and *UHFl had 
concerned themselves mainly with masnavl and qaalda, yet they 
had by no means neglected lyric poetry* They tOo had sung 
endless songs revelling into the ecstades of love, wine and
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the beauty of nature, but it was left to NAZIRI to crown 
their efforts and accomplish in lyric poetry simple and pure 
what they had done in masnavl and qaalda*
Enthusiasm which is the very soul of ode had almost 
disappeared from the work of the lyricists of the artificial 
school who followed and imitated HAFIZ* So much stress had 
been laid by them on the technical side of lyric composition 
that artistic pretention became too pronounced, and simplicity 
of structure and diction, brllllax^ quick and agile imagination 
and vigour came to be sacrificed at the alter of ornate, pedantic 
and grandiose style* The result of this strict obedience to 
structural law was that the ode was left cold, lifeless and 
unemotional* The composition of this branch of poetry 
governed as it came to be by arbitrary miles baaed not on any 
subjective law but supposed to have been evolved from the 
practice of old masters made ode most frigid of all compositions* 
The element of grace that invariably accompanied the emotional 
expressions of the old masters was conspicuous by its complete 
absence from the work of the copyists leaking their odes like 
statues of stone* Their work exercised little hold on menfs 
fancy, .since it lacked that warmth which made the work of the 
old masters seem to come from the very hearts of men* Not­
withstanding all their mastery over poetic methods the artific­
ial school represented poetry mainly as an art and had over­
looked the element of energy so supremely essential for lyric
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composition* Among their works, examples of meterical 
triumphs and of mastery over the highest reaches of form are 
not fewj but we fall to discover that freedom from self 
consciousness which is a necessary condition of all true 
poetry#
True poetry can never be composed in obedience to 
contemporary fashion* Zt must be the outcome of a great 
poetic impulse* The poet must himself have experienced those 
emotions and state of exaltations to which he invites his 
readers* Zt is his mastery over all suoh situations that 
enables him to so successfully play upon all the chords of 
the human heart* As a rule, he is in deep sympathy with the 
life around him and shares the joys, sorrows, fears and hopes 
of the human heart* His emotions though they are subjective 
and purely egoistic, are nevertheless relative because his 
wide imagination to a great extent is general and universal* 
Devoid of this Impulse, the words, however, sweet and embell­
ished with metaphors and simllies fall short of true poetry 
and must remain imperfect* Unhappily the case of the copyists 
if not identioal and analogous was not too far removed from 
it* FAZZl and •TJRFl had crusaded against this school and had 
in their literary activity profoundly affected lyric composition3 
but the laurels of victory were reservod for NA9IHZ*
Unlike PAIZI and »URFI, NAZZRI did not make any 
incursions in the domain of masnavl composition and concentrated
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chiefly on lyric poetry* He, however, practised qaslda some 
of which are most eloquent, but he made ghazal hia special 
province to which his extensive dXvOn testifies* It Is more 
voluminous than either of his contemporaries* The poet's 
fame chiefly rests upon ghasal*
energy are among his dominant qualities* In his ghazals 
KAZIHf attempted what few other poets except HAFIZ had achievedt 
l*e* the experiences expressed In his odes are adventures 
both of emotion as well as intellect* In the latter element 
he imitated HAFIZ and was also doubtlessly influenced by the 
philosophic tones of FAIZI* On the emotional side, however, 
his sals closely follow those of 'UhFI* The lnfluenoe of
HAFIZ on the work of NAZIRI can be best studied by oompsrlxg 
the work of both the poets* Below are a few parallel odes 
of HAZIrI and HAFIZ i *—
1* o*f* Makhsanal Ohara lb • Or* 4610, fol* 460b, where he is 
alleged to have followed the style of FughSni*
He wrote spirited ghas&ls* Enthusiasm and poetic
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Among other odes of NAZIRI whloh form a similar 
oomparlson with HAFIZ are the following of whloh only the
opening verses are given belowt
h 'S o w ( t r b x  
* / •
j ^  ^-'y,</»<>/'
// i
x >  djflsJ> y> 1/
j ' b  £ J ’j> '&/[
(-’a)bp
)
c>cs? A p /j ^ )< /r
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The following are a few parallel ghasals of NAZlhl
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Ghazals of which only the matla’s are given below form &
similar comparison!ij.a  y »
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The above comparison shows how greatly NAZlftl was
indebted to HAFIZ and fURPl particularly the former whose 
mystic philosophy profoundly affeoted NAZXrIfs writings.
Not only did NAZIRl drln& drep from HAFIZ1 a philosophy but so 
closely did he foll^^i^ in style also that in many oases he 
adopted identio&J^ utters and rhymes. The poet himself aoknow-
«^  ^ JMRimpv- m (i)
ledges his^aSaebtedness to HAFIZ in the following words s
But despite this dose affinity of subject matter and similarity
of rhyme and meter there are hardly any oases of wholesale 
adaption much less of plagiarism, for NAZlRl's style, his 
similies and metaphors were more of the renaissance than of 
the classical school* In imitating HAFIZ he had only preferred 
the old traditions and had brought ode to life by Inspiring a 
new vigour in the old trappings. NAZlR^s fertility, resource­
fulness and efficiency prevented him from either whole-s&le 
borrowing or becoming simply repetitive. Even in those ghasals 
where he had closely followed HAFIZ, there is something fresh 
and alive in eostaoy and emotion. There is youth and vigour
in hiB passion. While the traditional meters which the poet
the facts of the pastiche come to us 
adopted give us a sense of familiarity,/4ith a freshness all
their own, NAZlRl restored the mystic spirit of HSFIZ and in
his ghasals he speaks of the innermost mysteries of love and
1. Dlvan-i-NazIrl, p. 19.
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life with simple and stately eloquence#
Too much cannot be said about NAZIR I* s contribution 
to lyric composition. He weaned it from its dependence 
on technique of words, structural laws and the delightful
difficulties Into which the artificial school had revelled
(1)
since the time of HlFIZ. The difficulty of forcing poetic 
imagination beyond the accepted conventions in this special 
branch of verse had to some extent been overcome by FAIzI 
and •UKFJ, but NAZTrI did it so gracefully and so unconscious­
ly as to eventually perfect the change introduced# He freed 
lyric composition from the trammels of old, and set it on 
an independent footing so that it came to acquire and in turn 
impart something individual to contribute to Persian poetry.
From this general view of NAZIrT*s contribution to 
lyric poetry, we must descend to give an account of the 
salient features and peculiarities of his style, which still 
further distinguishes him from the artificial school and 
reveals him one of the earliest and greatest poets of the 
renaissance period.
Simplicity of language is the key-note of the style 
of the romanticists of this period, and NAZIrI is second to 
none in this respect# He adopts most simple and at times 
almost colloquial words in his ghazals, but his high standard 
remains unimpaired by frequent use of idiomatic expressions# 
This renders his dignified style at once laconic but mtat
1. Safina - Khushcju^  Or. 4672, fol. 180a.
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expressive. Instances of this feature crowd upon us in 
his ghazals. Below are only a few
■.'o ' . ' ’ » » i - -f'* "> ~ e
P I o
. ^
• is S '  ^
py &
^  * j * b o ^  ? (J * <**> ( & — **-*) £
Unconsciously as these idioms and commonplace expressions 
come to him, they reveal his thorough and easy mastery of 
the language in which he wrote. He does not adopt them 
from mere outside influence, but speaks naturally and unabated 
his native language. His vocabulary is an entirely natural 
means of expression to him.
He successfully Introduces new and original combina­
tion of words which are often suggestive and comprehensive in 
their signifloanee and naturally invest his style with a 
y  novelty of expression. A few instances are quoted below:
/ J\ ?  \ S '  V "  f( f Z \ ^  ^/f O b T ' T s *
^ o 'k tyS, ^ < y a - f C f S ' a r ' A > > > o
I'jpS ' O  ^ k)  ' S ’ }
L>, K' b> ^  ^ - S >- V  o S
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lr continuity and consistency of topic and thought, 
he follows FAIZI. Like him he makes his ghazal the 
vehicle of one main thought i.e. he stloks to one single 
idea throughout the whole ghazal. This was a new feature 
for it was a departure from the general practice.
His imagination is simple but wide, egoistic but 
relative. Although his emotional experiences are personal 
and the description of love, its sorrow and joys, scent 
of his own individuality, yet his ghazals with their marvellous 
ly subtle expressions give ua a clear view of universal 
humanity placed in the imagined situations. They appear 
experiences of the general human soul rather than of any 
particular individual. The following are a few instancess
a >>v
s  ) o < j y  }j?
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Another oharaoterlstio peculiarity of the poetf8
atyle is that In coining new metaphors and almllles to
describe passions and emotions of love, he keeps close to
(1)
the safe shores of representational suggestion. Thus he 
paints his pictures giving them a life-like touch. They 
possess impressive vigour, and are vivid In tone and subtle 
In colour. He resorts to analogies of material objects 
to explain emotional experiences and abstract ideas of love. 
The following are a few noteworthy examples t ,
% y/ ( - - - —— - "* ,
p A j  \Suz- p ^ / 7*P S  j 
Z ^ ' f c n p j  ' S e t'S (jr*1
Of his mystic and religious philosophy which he
expresses in an elevated but simple manner mention has been
made in the proceeding page of this thesis. It however.______
(1) c.f.Khair-ul-Bayan Or.3397, fol.291a, where it is observed
>  vi> K — sij ^  o  l> o * ~ ^
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remains to form an estisMite of the poet's philosophy or 
conoeption of love. From the picture of love as Is painted 
by him it is hard to draw any definite moral. The only 
conclusion to which we are led is that love is something 
supreme and omnipresent, perhaps painful but necessary.
Thus f
According to him there is life in love. To him love is real
and not merely an illusion of the mind. His own words
Of the elixir-like qualities of love and its omnipresence 
he speaks as in the following verses:
NAZI HI, it however, remains to add that in qasida he attained 
great heights, but his elegies are unrivalled. His tarji9 
bands composed on the death of PRINCE MURAD can easily be 
asserted as masterpieces of this kind of verse-composition.
In tiRlg AlAgift pnftinf hft AftT»r»l«a fcha tyggedy hr> atormy halghta,
(1) c.f. Khair-ul-Bayan, Or.3397, fol :291a.
LA'OsS.
To oomplete this criticism of the poetlfqe^ L work of
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We are reminded of the death of legendry heroes, as described
by FIRDAUSI In his famous SHAH NAM 4. The poet makes us 
feel that when a great prince like MURAD dies, he leaves an
emptiness behind him. In a world where great men like the
prince who is the subject of the poet,s lament, have anguished, 
there Is little hope of lugpiness for others* The world Is 
distressed and bewildered at his death and cannot merely 
resume* The whole machinery of life Is dislocated* His
death has caused ohaos and there is no visible assurance of
an ordered life* In short, It Is, on the whole a fine and 
an extremely moving piece of work. A reading of the tar^fs 
afford, perhaps, the best method to Judge the moving qualities.
of his elegies and for this reason they are reproduced belowt
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NAZIRI*s poetry lives up to the avowed style of 
the romanticists. Hla whole work la permeated with that
simplicity and tenderness of style whloh were conceived In 
the spirit of renaissance* There is no dearth of master­
pieces In his workf and he deservedly taJfos rank among poets 
of abiding fame who cannot be forgotten or set aside* His 
odes were regarded as best models of lyric poetry both by 
his contemporaries as well as by later poets. He was 
recognised as a perfect master and his work was forthwith 
imitated*
The famous SAlB who was celebrated for his odes 
halls NAZIHI as a great master* MIRZA JALAL ASIR another 
poet pays NAZIRI a high tribute when he sayst
(1)
The author of the MAASIR-I-RAHIMI observest
^ (J Ct1 ^ s) o  y* cyJ
_ _ (2) x "
•ABDUN NABI PAKHRUZ ZAMANI, records his appreciation of
1. Ibid., Vol. Ill, p* 115.
2* MaikhSnS, p.Si.6
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of tho poet in the following couplett
&.c>- t x t s o *  ^  'Cxr»o+'>tP
The author of RIYAZ-USH-SHO'RA has the following words in
(1) f
praise of NAZIRf*
IU y^ o 5^  4 \ <r ^
(})->;* Cj*ikL*
/
iViIRZX GUkijIB of DELHI regarded NAZIRI as a great master as 
is expressed by him in the following oouplet:
( b c / j  f ^ f V P  ^
/■
Moreover, the fact that MALIK QUMl and ZAHtJRl, two poets 
of great eminence composed several ghazals in imitation of
NAZIRI speaks for Itself.
^  (S>
SARKHUSH's estimate of the poet is in the following 
words t . . . »
f ypjS O  °  'O
In his appreciation of the literary stylo of NAZIRI, the 
author of the SAFINA records the following significant remark*
> L T ^ a A  ctl/S* ‘ > p j p j >  0 ° ^ } / / / >  ^ ( y > S L )
S >  L ^ L
1. Ibid., fol. 457b.
2. Sarkhush - Kalimat-uah-Shu*ra. Or. 470.
3  SAFlNA. OR-^6 7 2 itroa,.
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Baidll | Mlrza Bayaz
Daghietanlj ‘All Qull Khan Vali Lubb-i-Lubab and_
Riyaz-ush~8hu ra <r* 
TAKiR AH-'f' DfQ.HtS TA N*
Tazkira^-tul-Ma* aelrlnHazInf Muhammad 4All 





ia*>2 , ff. 172
3117 , ff. 137.
Add. 16802, 16303
1013, ff. 236. 
Add. 16729.




Khatrl Kishan Chand Ikhlas Hamlsha Bahar
Khushgu| Muhammad Af sal Safina
3163, ff. 191. 
Or. 4672.
Lachml Narayan ShafXq Gul-i-Ra'na Or. 2044.






S&rkhush; Mlrza Muhammad Afsal Kalimat-ush-Cihu* ra 
Khan
Sher Kh£n b. ‘All Amjad Khan Mlrat-ul-Khayal 
Lodi
Siyyid fAlI b. Mahmud-ul- 
Husalnl
Bazm Ara
Or. 470 and 
2003, ff. 108.
Or. 231 and 
2 0 1 1, ff. 220.
Or. 3389.
Takl-ud Din Kaahl
i .Khulasa-tul-Aah ar 2565, ff. 376, 
Or. 3506.
B.





Nur-ud-Dln b. Hakim *Aln-ul-Mulk Latlfa-i-FaizI




Addx 7794, 23981, 
7795, 6625, also 
3155, ff. 335.
Add. 7819 and 




Or. 2979, 3204, 
2872, 3255.
Add! 16793, 7791, 
7792, and Bgerton 
1034, 1035.
1484. ff. 227












Ar jumand Muhammad Khan
Azad, Ghulam 4A1I




Riza Qjill Khan Hidayat
Sell, E.











Notices of Persian Poets
Majma9 -ul-Fusaha
r















Ab^l ftadir ibn Mulk SKah 
BadaonI
Abul Fazl ibn Mubarak,
A 11am I
Bdwardes, 3.M. & H.L.O.Garrett 
Elliot, Sir H.M.




Kh vaja Hizam-ud~Dln Ahmad
Muhammad Q,aaim ibn Hindu 
Shah




3 T O R  Y.
Muntakhabut-Tavarikh 1865-69
Tranelati on
Vol. I, G.S.A. R*n>in«
Vol. Low/,vV.^. * '





Translation H. Beveridge 1903-21
Mughal Rule in India 
History of India
Slyar-ul-Mutaakhirln 1866
Cambridge History of 
India
History of Aryan rule in 1918 
India
The Mughal Emperors of 
Hindustan.




VPoole, S«L« History of Mughal
Bmperors of Hindustan
Smithf V.A* Akbar the great Mogul
C.
LITj.HAUY HI TORY.






Muhammad 4Abdul GhanI 
Muhammad Shibil
POBTRY AND ANTHOLOGY>
4Abdun NabI Fakkar-uzzamanl Maikhanah














Lutf 4AlI Beg* Azar Atash Kadah 1832
Muhammad Husain NazirI 

















Encyclopaedia Britannioa 11th edition*
Encyclopaedia of Islam.
Oriental Biographic Dictionary*
Dictionary of Islam.
Persian Dictionary*
Persian English Dictionary*
